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Introduction
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StkMktStdyGd = Stock Market Study Guide ToC = Table of Contents
Investopedia.com = Major Resource     

This book is the result of over 2,000 hours of reading and trading/investing in stocks (primarily biotech and dividend), ETF's and one closed end mutual fund.  It is designed to give a broad overview of the stock market, ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) and Dividend Reinvestment.  Links are provided to the best tools, resources, considerations and in-depth articles and information on each area.

The Links You Need to Succeed!!

But first, before we look at investing, let us consider whether or not you are walking away from guaranteed money.  Ask yourself these questions.

Do I have sufficient insurance on my current assets to prevent me from having to sell stocks to meet an unfortunate incident?

Have you paid off your credit cards?  Paying off your credit cards stops interest payments and reduces debt.  You have the card there for an emergency.  And if you keep making your credit card payments to your stock account and make well researched investments?

Do I have sufficient cash reserves for those economic bumps that almost all of us experience from time to time.  If you don't you may be forced to sell a stock at a bad time.

Have you taken advantage of all the benefits at the company you work for?  A 401K plan that the company matches is guaranteed money!  The stock market isn't!!  An HSA (Health Savings Account) rolls over each year, lowers your taxable income and may get a sizable contribution from your company.  I recently did a benefit enrollment (I had a Life, Health and Annuities License at the time) for employees of a company that would put in $750 for a single person and $1,000 for a family each year if they contributed $100 per year ($3.85 per 2 wk paycheck).  Guaranteed money!!

Make sure you take the guaranteed money first and you will have more dollars available for investing!  (And for the cash cushion you always need)

This book provides the links you need to the basics of investing.  There are a lot of different ways to make money in the stock market.  There are a lot of different ways to loose it too!  You need to start out with a broad overview of the many factors you need to consider and research.  

This book is your toolbox!

There is over a year's worth of work in this book for you!!

It takes time and a lot of thinking to get a basic mental grip on the market, stocks, ETFs and dividend stocks and all the different factors that affect them.  It is not something learned in a month or a quarter.  Take your time!!  Some of it takes a lot of time to sink in.  (And can cost you money if you don't shadow trade if you are just starting out!)
  
Where I have provided links to the best information articles on a particular subject I have included the title of the article so that in the event of the article being moved or deleted, which sometimes happens, you can do a search to bring up the article on other servers.  You can also go to Archive.org or CachedView.com or  Archive.is to bring up a copy of the article.
(Just right click on the link and select copy hyperlink, drop it in the site search box.)

You don't need investment dollars to acquire stock market knowledge.  In fact, it's best if you are just starting out in the market to not have any money in it.  This gives you the opportunity to shadow trade and get an idea of how this rather large and ever changing creature works (and how you work too). Otherwise you might get eaten!  Learning your lessons with imaginary money is a lot cheaper than using your hard earned cash.  Trust me!  This is the voice of experience!!

The information and links provided in this book are your starting point for broadening your investment knowledge and a broad based knowledge base is what it takes to make money in the market.  This book is a research blueprint for profits.  

But it takes time to wrap your mind around the market.  A lot of it!!  

Remember What Warren Buffet said:

"Successful Investing takes time, discipline and patience. No matter how great the talent or effort, some things just take time: You can't produce a baby in one month by getting nine women pregnant."  Warren Buffett
  
Get started now!
  
We are in the beginning of the greatest biological and technological progress explosion the world has ever seen!! 
 
Many are going to make stupendous profits from investment in these companies.  Will you be one of them?  This book is your starting point!

 I don't tell you what to do, I just show you how to do it.

<>

Navigation and Search Tips

How to Search on Google: 31 Advanced Google Search Tips

StkMktStdyGd = Return to Stock Market Study Guide     TOC = Return to Table of Contents

For those who aren't acquainted with keyboard shortcuts when searching within this book or copying pertinent paragraphs from articles the major shortcuts are:

Control F = Find     Control C = Copy     Control V = Paste   Control K = Create Hyperlink

Keyboard Shortcuts @ Microsoft     190 + shortcuts grouped into categories
Consider!!  Every moment and dollar we spend is an investment in something!  Brian Baine
Every 25-year-old in America needs to see this chart right now
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If you are new (ish) to the stock market let me get you set up with the basics.  Go to finance.yahoo.com and set up a portfolio.
(You should become well acquainted with Finviz.com and StockCharts.com)

If you have no stocks to put in your watch list go to:

(1) FinViz.com  On the stock screener Select the Descriptive Tab; then Market Cap = Small; Dividend Yield = over 6%; Analyst Recom. = Strong Buy; Country = USA.  Pick 3 for your watch list.  Run your cursor over the stock symbols and watch the charts appear for research.  Change the Recom. setting to Buy and see how many stocks came up.  

Then pick 3 stocks from each of the following:

(2) Bret Jensen at SeekingAlpha.com (28,000+ Followers) Subscription service @ Biotechforumsa.com, Free Service @ BretJensenInvests.com;

(3) Bhavneesh Sharma at SeekingAlpha.com (1,813 Followers) Subscription service @ Research-Biotechstocks.com and

(4.) Matt Margolis at SeekingAlpha.com (2,109 Followers) Subscription service @ Instavest.com

They cover a lot of Biotechnology stocks which can take the elevator up or down depending on FDA approvals and clinical trial results.  Having well-known stock pickers in selected industries pre-screen your stocks gives you the advantage of analyzing higher quality/potential stocks.  Or consider researching Invest in the Future upcoming technologies.

Research:    The Business Cycle     Recession Indicators 1-8     Sector Rotation     Industry Groups

Stock Fundamentals     Stock Quick Look     Candlestick Charts     Technical Analysis      

Stock Market Patterns     Market Indicators      Wisdom in Quotes     Advice for New Investors   

3 Great Resources for charts and information on the market and its movements you should consider:

(1) RealInvestmentAdvice.com Lance Roberts is a Chief Portfolio Strategist/Economist for Clarity Financial.  A goldmine of data, charts and analysis.  Learn to set your charts as he does.

(2)  Avi Gilburt ElliottWaveTrader.net/marketupdate  ElliottWaveTrader offers a live Trading Room of market analysis, based on Elliott Wave principle.  You will need to study Elliott Wave Principle in order to read Avi.

(3) The top analysts in the industries that you are investing in.  Search Term (Industry) Top Analysts etc.
When researching stocks run the symbol through: SeekingAlpha.com  An excellent site for good analysis, and    InsiderMonkey.com  for what the owners and Institutional Investors think about your stock and TipRanks.com.  (And read:  Article Research)

Make sure you look at Fair Value @ Morningstar.com to find out how your industry’s fair value looks.

TipRanks.com gives the top analysts and their picks.  (Subscription available)

Important Question: If you were to find sectors and industries in an up trend, and pick stocks within those in an up trend with good fundamentals and good institutional investment, recommended by top analysts and use market analysis, stock patterns and volume to aid in making your buy choices, do you think you might do better than the average investor?  That doesn't happen in a week.



Finished all that.  Congratulations!!  Now you are no longer a beginner.  It's time to: Invest in the Future!!
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Stock Market Terminology Links
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Glossary of Stock Market Terms @ Nasdaq.com

Stock Market Terminology for Beginners @ ValueStockGuide.com
25 Basic Stock Market Trading Terms You Should Know
Where did the bull and bear market get their names?

Bull vs. Bear Markets: How to Be Prepared for Both

Stocks Basics: The Bulls, The Bears And The Farm
















Stock Markets, Indexes and Exchanges
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Stocks

Stock Basics Tutorial @ Investopedia.com

Difference between private and public equity


Stock To own stock in a company is to own a claim on a portion of its assets and earnings.

Common Stock  Usually gives the right to dividends and to vote at shareholders' meetings.

Preferred Stock confers a higher priority on dividends and on payment in the event of bankruptcy.  Generally does not vote in shareholder meetings.

Equity Financing @ Investopedia.com

Research Articles

Preferred Stock: CNBC Explains

Preferred Stock Vs. Bonds @ Zacks.com


A Stock Exchange is the place or entity where the trading of stocks take place.  Individual trading is done electronically now but institutional trading still takes place on the floor.  Stock Exchange @ Wikipedia

A Stock Market is the aggregate of buyers and sellers of stocks whether private sales or those on an Exchange. Stock Market @ Wikipedia

Stock Market Indexes and Averages 
measure the value of a segment of the total market and are computed from the price of the stocks in  the index.  Because they are just a mathematical construct they cannot be invested in directly.  There are a number of ETF's (Exchange Traded Funds) and Mutual Funds that track the various indexes.  Stock Market Index @ Wikipedia

Suggested Viewing!!
A History of Share Prices


Dow Jones Industrial Average 
Invented by Charles Dow in 1896 the Dow Jones Industrial Average tracks 30 major stocks on the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq Composite.   Dow Jones Industrial Average @ Wikipedia     The 10 Oldest Dow Components

Secrets of the Dow Jones Industrials


Dow Jones Transportation Average 
Predates the Dow Jones Industrial Average and is the average of 20 transport companies (adjusted for stock splits and other factors).  Invented by Charles Dow in 1884 it's considered a leading indicator of downturns.  

Transportation Services Index

Research Confirms Transportation Index as Leading Indicator


New York Stock Exchange 
The largest stock exchange in the world based on the total value of the securities listed.  Started in 1792 it is often referred to as the "Big Board".  New York Stock Exchange @ Wikipedia

S & P 500 Index 
Created in 1923, is considered a benchmark for the US stock market and tracks 500 US stocks chosen for market capitalization, liquidity and representing industry groups.  S & P 500 @ Wikipedia

Nasdaq  
A (US/Canadian) stock exchange that is the 2nd largest stock exchange by market capitalization (total value of the stocks listed).  Nasdaq @ Wikipedia     Nasdaq.com

AMEX 
Handles about 10% of the equities traded in America and is predominately small capitalization (small caps) stocks.

Russell 2000 
Tracks the performance of small cap stocks in America.  The Russell 2000 is considered a benchmark for small cap stocks.  Russell 2000 @ Wikipedia

Wilshire 5000 
Now with more than 6,700 stocks headquartered in America and traded on the AMEX it has been called the total market index.  Wilshire 5000 @ Wikipedia

Foreign Exchanges and Indexes

FTSE 
An index of the highest market cap companies on the London Stock Exchange.

DAX 
Index of the 30 largest German companies.

CAC 
Index of the 40 largest French companies.

Nikki 
Index of the 225 top Japanese companies.

Hang Sen Index 
Tracks approximately 65% of the companies on the Hong Kong Stock Market.

Shanghi Stock Exchange Composite Index  
Gives a broad overview of the companies listed on the Shanghi Stock Exchange.

SZSE CHINEXT (399006.SZ) 
A Nasdaq type of Board for the Shenzhen Stock Exchange



Definitions and Terminology  

Investing Glossary @ Nasdaq.com     Investopedia.com

An Introduction To Stock Market Indexes @ Investopedia.com

Stock Splits 

Stock Splits happen when a company divides the shares in existence into multiple shares such as 2 for 1 or 3 for 1.  The total value stays the same.  If you have 100 shares of a $20 stock and it splits 2 for 1, you will have 200 shares of a $10 stock.  Stock splits make the stock more affordable to the average investor.   Prices often rise after a split.

Reverse Stock Splits 

Takes the number of shares and divide by a number, say 5.  A 1 for 5 split.   They are often done to keep share price high and avoid delisting.

Research Articles

Understanding Stock Splits

What is a stock split? Why do stocks split? 

Does EPS Increase After a Reverse Stock Split?

The Dirt On Delisted Stocks     What are reverse stock splits?




















The Business Cycle 
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The two most important cycles to your financial well being are the female cycle of not pregnant and pregnant and the business cycle of Contraction  and Expansion.  Know them well!!  

Your financial future depends on it!!!

Business Cycle  

The business cycle refers to the Expansion - Peak - Contraction - Trough - Expansion cycle that the economy cycles through over time.  Certain sectors tend to perform in certain ways depending on where you are in the business cycle.  Understanding the business cycle is extremely important.  Many people panic and sell during the Trough when if they had just held on they would be back in the money eventually.

Pull up a SPY (S and P Index ETF) chart at max view.  
If you had bought in August of 2007 it would have taken till around March of 2013 to get above your buying point.  But run your cursor over the blue boxes at the bottom and total up your dividends over that period of time.

Investing in cyclical companies/ETFs that rise during certain parts of the business cycle increases your chances of profit.  Determining exactly where we are in the business cycle is a matter on which there are numerous and conflicting opinions.

Over time, industries rise and fall and some go away almost entirely (think Blacksmiths).  Of the top hundred largest public companies in 1917 only 5 are still in the top one hundred.  Since 1970 half were replaced in the top hundred by the year 2000.  And these are the large companies.
  
Smaller companies come into and out of existence a lot faster.  

But new companies/technologies move up in price faster too!! 

Business Cycle Research Links

National Bureau of Economic Research US BusinessCycle Expansions and Contractions

BusinessCycle.com - Record

Sectors & Industries Overview@ Fidelity.com

Sectors & Industries - Business Cycle @ Fidelity.com

How to invest using the business cycle @ Fidelity.com
The Business Cycle Approach to Equity Sector Investing @ Fidelity.com
The business cycle and its investing implications @ Fidelity.com

Business Cycle Index@ Russell.com

Correction

A decline of 10% or more in a market.  They happen on an average of about once per year although we went 1,800 days without a 10% correction in the 1990's.  They can last around 14 to 17 weeks or more.  They are buying opportunity if you have cash.  The S and P 500 has been through 34 corrections since 1950.  
The losses of all 34 corrections were eventually erased by bull markets.  
It can take 4 months or more to repair the damage done in a correction depending on the severity and economic outlook.  You can also have a correction in time, the market trades sideways for a period of time before resuming its upward movement. 

Analysts from J P Morgan Asset Management analyzed the S & P 500 between Dec. 31, 1993 and Dec. 31, 2013 and found that if you had purchased an S & P index fund in Dec. 1993 and held it through to Dec. 2013 you would have a 480% increase.  Had you missed the 10 best trading days trying to time the market your return would drop to 191%.  

Research Articles

A Field Guide to Stock Market Corrections

6 Things You Should Know About a Stock Market Correction

There's No Need to Fear Stock Market Corrctions


Recession

A decline in US GDP of at least two quarters.  Recessions can last from 6 to 18 months and happen around every 7-9 years.  Global Recessions have occurred 1975, 1982, 1991 and 2009.The global recession of 2009 was the deepest and widest and has taken the longest to recover from.  Note: Different recession calling entities have different metrics of exactly when a recession begins and ends.  By the time they call a recession it is well under way.

Can the Market Predict a Recession?     Industries That Thrive On Recession

Bear Market

A decline of 20% or more in the stock market.  Bear markets can last around 18 to 36 months

Should you hold on to quality stocks in a Bear Market?

Chart Amazon AMZN Alphabet GOOGL and Priceline PCLN at the max view.

How did the recessions treat them?

There will be new technology and biotechnology companies that have similar chart characteristics.  

Bear Market Research Articles

It usually takes a recession to bring down the stock market

22 things you should know about bear markets @ MarketWatch.com

8 things you need to know about bear markets @ CNBC.com

Some Corrections Turn into Bear Markets   Bruce Kamich

When bear markets occur without a recession, they tend to be shorter and shallower.
You Don't Need A Recession To Fall Into A Bear Market

Capitalism

Capitalism and Creative Destruction

The Hard Times Americans So Often Forget

Americans Forget How Good They Have It

Why Can't We See That We're Living In a Golden Age?

Rekindling The Unappreciated Spirit Of Capitalism, One Company At A Time

The 'Loss' of Manufacturing Jobs Signals Progress

There’s Never Been A Better Time to Be Alive

I, Pencil

OurWorldInData.org

Two Rules and a Concept
Three Steps and a Stumble Rule 
Rule of 20: Is the Stock Market Fairly Valued?

50/30/20 Concept

50% of a stocks movement comes from the general market direction

30% of a stocks movement comes from the industry

20% comes from its individual merits

In corrections and bear markets the % coming from the general market direction can be closer to 90% at (very rough on the digestive system) times.

If you are on either slope close to the bottom with cash you will make money!! 


(With Guts and Paitence!!)


Economic Indicators 
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Economic indicators show the condition of the broad economy.
Market indicators are more specific to the markets.

Keep in mind that the various indicators won't all be flashing red or yellow or green at the same time .  Different indicators may be sending different signals at the beginning of  turning points of expansions or contractions.  Only after we have gone fully into an expansion or contraction will they probably all agree.  You have to develop a feel for it and be prepared to wait. (Read the first quote in the Wisdom in Quotes section.)

For a macro view of what ails our world economically speaking read:

Five Reasons You Should Blame The Economics Discipline For Today's Problems

"Bad ideas have done at least as much damage to our world as anyone’s bad intentions. "

Resources:
 
Economic Report @ MarketWatch.com

SeekingAlpha.com/market-news

Economic Update @ Regions.com
Weekly Preview - Monthly U.S. Economic Indicators Report - Monthly Economic Data Summary - Regions Footprint - Monthly Economic Data Summary - East Region - Monthly Economic Data Summary - Mid-America Region - Monthly Economic Data Summary - South Region - Monthly State Economic Forecast Summary - Regions Footprint
Economic Commentary from Richard Moody, Regions Bank' Chief Economist
Leading Indicators will often send a signal of future events - downturns, upturns.  The Dow Jones Transportation Index is considered a leading indicator.

Exploring Oscillators and Indicators: Leading And Lagging Indicators

Leading Economic Indicators Predict Market Trends

Lagging Indicators serve as confirmation of an economic event.  Unemployment is considered a lagging indicator.

Coincident Indicators occur in tandem with an economic event.  They serve as confirmation.

Economic Indicators Research Articles

What are leading, lagging and coincident indicators? What are they for? @ Investopedia.com

Global Business Cycle Indicators @ Conference-Board.org

Transportation Services Index

Research Confirms Transportation Index as Leading Indicator


8 Recession/Contraction Indicators
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1. ISM Manufacturing Index   

The Institute of Supply Management’s manufacturing index
Considered a leading indicator by many you may want to search for articles on this index to get a picture of the economy.  Below 50% signals a contraction to a greater or lesser degree.

ISM Report On Business


2. ISM Non-Manufacturing Index

The ISM non-manufacturing index is also considered a leading indicator and is often considered the better metric as about 80% of American workers are in non-manufacturing jobs. Below 50% signals a contraction to a greater or lesser degree.

Institute For Supply Management - ISM @ Investopedia.com

ISM Non-Manufacturing Index @ Investopedia.com

3. PMI Index

The Chicago PMI is also considered a leading indicator.

Recession Indicators Links

You are in the future.  What are these indexes telling you now!

4. Yield Curve

A yield inversion occurs when short term rates (3yr Treasury) are higher than long -term rates (10 yr Treasury).

An inversion in the yield curve has preceded the last 7 recessions.  Market response times vary.  Lead time could be 5 to 16 months.

Yield Curve Links

Inverted Yield Curve @ Investopedia.com

Yield Curve Chart @ CrystalBull.com     Dynamic Yield Curve @ StockCharts.com

The Impact Of An Inverted Yield Curve @ Investopedia.com

The Yield Curve as a Leading Indicator @ Federal Reserve Bank of New York

U.S. Recession Without a Yield Curve Warning?

Citigroup: The Best  Predictor of a US Recession Will Resurface Sooner Than You Might Think 12/2/15

But: Is the Yield Curve still a good indicator?

Has the most reliable U.S. recession predictor lost its value?

The recession signal that investors may be missing  
Chart it!  Note the date!  Did a recession occur?  Or just a correction?

When/if the yield curve inverts (or almost inverts) it will generate a few articles in the financial press.  

What's it saying right now?

5. Recession Probability Index

Smoothed U.S. Recession Probabilities @ FRED
Jeremy Piger has created a Recession Probability Index that you can find at the St. Louis Federal Reserve site.  (You can sign up for updates in the left -hand nav bar.)  
It monitors the Big Four Economic Indicators:  
Nonfarm Employment  Industrial Production
Real Retail Sales   Real Personal Income (excluding Transfer Receipts)
 
3 consecutive months of smoothed probabilities above 80% has been a reliable signal of the start of a new recession.  

3 consecutive months of smoothed probabilities below 20% has been a reliable signal of the start of a new expansion.
 (click on "see more" for last 5 months readings)
(click through the monthly chart for greater time frames)


6. The 10-2 Year Treasury Yield Spread
(has a track record of going negative before a recession)

10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Minus 2-Year Treasury Constant Maturity

7. Transportation Services Index

Transportation Services Index

     Research Confirms Transportation Index as Leading Indicator

8.  Dow Theory 

The market is in an upward trend if one of its averages (Industrial or Transportation averages) advance above a previous important high and is accompanied (or followed) by a similar advance in the other index.

The market is in a downtrend when both averages dip below previous important lows.

Dow Jones Industrial Average (^DJI)

Dow Jones Transportation Average

Introduction to Dow Theory @ Investopedia.com

Dow Theory @ StockCharts.com

DowTheory.com

Transportation Stocks Diverge: A Dow Theory Red Flag? 6/2/15

Dow Theory Divergence at Historic Levels 6/15  Chart These!

Opinion: A tribute to Richard Russell, who edited Dow Theory Letters for 57 years
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Additional Resources

Chicago Fed National Activity Index     Industrial Production Index


Global Business Cycle Indicators

Global Business Cycle Indicators - US @ Conference-Board.org

Global Business Cycle Indicators @ Conference-Board.org

Composite Index of Leading Indicators @ Investopedial.com

Federal Reserve - Beige Book
Interest rates affect the economy and therefore the stock market. 

How Interest Rates Affect The Stock Market

What Happens When the Fed Hikes Interest Rates?

Grant's Interest Rate Observer $1,170 subscription

Beige Book
Brought to you by The Federal Reserve Bank
Click on the latest month then on Summary for the easiest to read portion.

GDPNow
Gives the most up to date numbers on Gross Domestic Product

GDPNow @ Federal Reserve Bank Atlanta

search term "gdp now" for articles

Now-Cast.com
Subscription service for a broad range of economic data

More economic indicators links

Resource Center @ Treasury.gov

Market Data Center @ WSJ.com

TradingEconomics.com

Check out:
MacroTrends.net

And how about the experts and recessions/depressions?
We will not have any more crashes in our time.  John Maynard Keynes 1927

There is no cause to worry. The high tide of prosperity will continue” : Andrew W Mellon 1929 Secretary of the Treasury 1921 - 1932

Stock prices are likely to moderate in the coming year but that doesn’t mean the party is coming to an end.  Phil Dow 1999 Market Strategist 

Book:  Dow 30,000 by 2008: Why It’s Different This Time 2008

Should I be worried about Bear Sterns (asked by a viewer)? No, No, No.  Bear Sterns is fine. Jim Cramer  After failing to get a loan from the Federal Reserve the stock dropped from $60.00 a share to $3.00 and was purchased by JP Morgan for $2.00 a share.

The Federal Reserve is not currently forecasting a recession.  Ben Bernanke 2008  Chairman of the Federal Reserve  2006 - 2014

Best and worst predictions of the past 25 years

Other Recession Indicators to consider:

Junk Bonds     JNK

When countries and companies need to borrow money they go to the bond market.  The US bond market is about twice as big as the stock market.  Junk bonds are bonds from companies with poor financials and compromise a large part, about half, of the corporate bond market.  Higher risk brings higher yields.

When the economy turns down these companies feel the pain first and warning signs appear in junk bonds.  Click on JNK (SPDR Barclays High Yield Bond ETF) above to see where it's at.  JNK is the second largest junk bond ETF with 9.62 Billion in assets.

Junk Bonds: Everything You Need To Know


Baltic Dry Index    is considered an Indicator   But read this article:

Don't Abandon Ship: What Matters Is Why The Baltic Dry Index Is Falling


M2 The Money Supply   Economic Indicators: Money Supply

Check out the Chart in this article.  I wonder if it can go up forever?
Guest Contributor: The Fed’s Impending Inflation Disaster?


Unemployment

The unemployment rate is considered a lagging indicator of the beginnings and endings of recessions.
Official, U-5 and U-6 Unemployment Chart @ MacroTrends.com
U3 is the official unemployment rate. U5 includes discouraged workers and all other marginally attached workers. U6 includes those workers who are part-time purely for economic reasons.

Unemployment Rate and Recessions 11/4/16     Recession quote from Motley Fool

Economic Forecasting - Read these Articles!!!

America’s best economic forecaster — again and again

Twitter.com/osullivanecon

How Jim O’Sullivan beat odds of 3.7 million to one




Are we headed in the wrong direction? 
 
U.S. Falls Out of the Top 10: Heritage's 2016 Index of Econ. Freedom
Market Indicators  
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Economic indicators show the condition of the broad economy.  
Market indicators show the condition of the markets.

The Stock Cycle: What Goes Up Must Come Down

Market Breadth @ Investopedia.com
Introduction to Market Indicators @ StockCharts.com
Market Sentiment Indicators @ StockTrader.com
Measuring Stock Market Sentiment With Extreme Indicators
Below is a great page for market sentiment indicators.  Each indicator will require a bit of study/watching to get a good understanding and feel for how it works.
Daily Sentiment Charts @ Market-Harmonics.com
The ARMS Index - shows overbought oversold conditions.
These can be turning points for getting in or out of the market.
Arms Index - TRIN @ Investopedia.com

Arms Index - TRIN @ Quantshare.com

ARMS Index @ Market-Harmonics.com

ARMS Index @ MasterData.com

The VIX Fear Indicator

Fear Index VOLATILITY S&P 500  Symbol ^VIX
Super spikes in the VIX tend to correspond with sell-offs in the market.  It has been said that historically when the VIX trades above 20 stocks tend to rally in the 30, 60 and 90 days to follow.  It closed at 27.02 with a high over 30 on 1/15/16.  Chart the S&P 500 for that time frame.

Did this hold true?  Or was there another leg down?

VIX - CBOE Volatility Index @ Investopedia.com

Investor Sentiment Readings @ Barrons.com

New Volatility Index launched by Bats Global Markets

The SPYIX (Spikes)

On August 24 2015 for half an hour the VIX Index was not able to be calculated.
According the executive vice president and head of corporate development for Bats, "SPYIX is Bats' response to the market's demand for a more rigorous and dependable volatility gauge."  

AAII.com/sentimentsurvey
Generally speaking, when individual investors become overly bullish or overly bearish, the market will tend to head in the opposite direction. On March 5, 2009 a record 70 percent of investors surveyed said they were bearish.  Chart it! 

McClellan Oscillator Over bought over sold Oscillator (Subscription)


Market Breadth/Sentiment Research Links and Articles

Bullish Percentage Indexes @ StockCharts.com
Generally speaking, it is considered bullish when the BPI is above 50%, and bearish when it is below 50%. Technicians consider the BPI as oversold when it falls below 30% as overbought condition when it rises above 70%.  These can be the point of a trend change.

Bullish Percent Index @ AAII.com

For Advance Decline Indicators the stronger the Advances the stronger the bullish sentiment and market.  The stronger the Declines number the more bearish and weaker the market is.

CNN Fear and Greed Index

Market Breadth: Advance Decline Indicators

MasterData.com A/D Line

Advance Decline S & P 500 @ MasterData.com

Advance Decline Ratio @ Investopedia.com

Detailed Article on Advance Decline Line @ StockCharts.com

US and World Indices @ finance.yhoo.com

Market Data Center @ WSJ.com
Advance Decline and General Market Breadth Info
Arms Index - TRIN

New Highs and New Lows @ StockCharts.com

Market Breadth: Conclusion @ Investopedia.com

Market Sentiment @ AAII.com

An Introduction To Oscillators

McClellan Oscillator (Subscription)



Equity Fund Inflow/Outflow
The flow of billions into or out of Equity (Stock) Funds can be a gauge of sentiment.
LipperUSFundFlows.com

Article Search Term - Equity Fund Outflows
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Fair Value
Is the market Undervalued, Overvalued or at Fair Value?
You need to check this out!  Note how long it can stay in one or the other!  Look at the cycles!!
Choose options from the left-hand nav bar for sector, industry and other variables and time periods on the top.

Fair Value All Rated Stocks @ Morningstar.com

Research Assignment: Using the LH Navigation bar select the Industry Tab - Basic Materials -Gold.  Then the Industry Tab - Healthcare - Biotechnology.  What did these two screens tell you?

The Coppock Curve 

Coppock Curve @ StockCharts.com
Free services and subscription services -10 day free trial

S&P 500 and a Very Rare Long-Term Sell Signal 9/7/15
Sept. 7 was a bit late for a sell signal.

Using the Coppock Curve to Generate Stock Trade Signals

Calculating The Coppock Curve @ mcoscillator.com

JayOnTheMarkets.com: The Only (Two) Indicators You Will Ever Need(?)


CBOE equity put/call ratio
Used as a contrarian indicator to gauge extreme in bullish bearish feelings.  At high levels this indicator shows extremely bearish sentiment and at low levels indicates extremely bullish sentiment.   Often a prelude to a change in direction in the market.


Of course there are other market indicators!

The Art of Bubbles: How Sotheby's Predicts the World Economy

Is a market storm coming? Ask an escort

The Nearly Infallible Cocktail-Party Indicator


And of course there is always the accusation that a market indicator doesn't work.

Does Citigroup's Panic/Euphoria Model Work?


My very own individual stock buying Indicator!!

When, during a correction, in an up trending market, the price of the stock touches or drops into the Red volume spikes (on a 6 month finance.yahoo.com Interactive chart) it is time to consider buying your well researched stock.


Good article to read about what moves markets
Cramer: Worst mistake you can make in a selloff!


Recommended Articles

How To Be Wrong As An Investor

Updating My Favorite Performance Chart
Past 10 years’ worth of returns for select asset classes

Sorry Luddites, Amazon Go Will Be a Huge Job Creator 12/7/16






























Market Timing  
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Market timing is the attempt to get in at the bottom of the market and out at the top.  Hard to do but some manage this rather difficult task often.  (And they charge for their services)

Market Timing Tips & Rules Every Investor Should Know

Spotting A Market Bottom

You really can time the stock market @ MarketWatch.com


StockMarketTiming.com
Subscription

FibTimer.com
Subscription

Read this article, note the date and - Chart It!

Market timer Tom McClellan sees stocks set up for ‘ugly decline' 8/17/15

Tom McClellan Articles

Does Market Timing Work?@Schwab.com

Buy when everyone else is selling and hold until everyone else is buying. This is the very essence of successful investing." - J Paul Getty

In your article research you will come across Perma-Bears and Uber-Bears who always see the market about to collapse into a Bear Market.  Of course, sometimes they are right.  Do your own research!


Newsletters

ISpyETF.com

GuppyTraders.com


Stock Market Sectors and Industry Groups  
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You will need to understand the rotation of sectors during the business cycle.  Some sectors perform better during different parts of the cycle.  Some are safe havens during recessions.  Others thrive during the expansion phase of the business cycle.  Biotechnology stocks with a catalyst and FDA approval can be good at any time.  

Sectors
Sectors at Yahoo.com

Basic Materials - Conglomerates - Consumer Goods - Financial - Healthcare - Industrial Goods - Services - Technology - Utilities

Sector Rotation Research

Top 25 Wall Street Analysts

Sector Rotation: The Essentials @ Investopedia.com

Sector Rotation Chart - The Classic Economic Cycle for Stock Sectors

Top-Down Analysis: Finding The Right Stocks And Sectors

Sectors & Industries Overview @ Fidelity.com

Sectoring by Industry Groups

Sector Analysis Rotation @ StockCharts.com

Investor's Business Daily - Watch Sector Rotation To Find Leaders

Complete Industry Listing for S&P Sectors

Sector Summary: S&P Sectors @ StockCharts.com

Faber's Sector Rotation Trading Strategy


Industry Group

Complete Industry Listing for S&P Sectors @ StockCharts.com
Click on the drop down and select 1 year and check out the performance of the industry groups.  Keep in mind that the gainers may be moving toward the top of their cycle and the down industries could be nearing the bottom of their cycle.  You will have to do a bit of studying.

At Yahoo.com

Industry Center     Industry Index     Industry Summary

Here you can compare your stocks info from the Key Statistics Page to the industry they are in.
1 day price change % - Market Cap - P/E - ROE % - Div. Yield % - LT Debt to Equity - Price to Book - Net Profit Margin % mrq - Price to Free Cash Flow mrq



StarMineAwards.com

Provides the Top Analysts by industry

TipRanks.com

Find out what analysts think about your stock


Industry Group Research Articles

How To Invest: A Strong Industry Group Rank Is Vital

How Industry Group Rankings Can Help You Invest Smart

Industry Leaders and Laggards

NASDAQ Sectoring by Industry Groups 

Zacks Industry Rank 

Yahoo Stock Center
US and World Indices, Market Movers, Trending Tickers, Advancers and Decliners


World Markets and Security Price Research Links

CNN's World Markets Asia

CNN's World's Markets Americas

Center for Research in Security Prices















Brokerage Accounts  
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Standard - Individual and Joint Accounts

Retirement - Traditional and Roth IRAs - Rollover IRAs - Beneficiary IRA - IRA for minors - SEP IRA and SIMPLE IRAs (Self employed and small business)

Education/Custodial/Guardian -  Coverdell Education Savings Account - Guardianship of the Estate or/Conservatorship - Custodial Account
Specialty - Trust Account (Testamentary) - Trust Account (Non-Testamentary) - Keogh / 401(k) / Money Purchase / Profit Sharing / Pension Plan

Business - Sole Proprietorship - Corporate - Partnership/Limited Partnership - Limited Liability Company (LLC) - Association or Non-Corporate Organization  - Investment Club

What to Expect When You Open a Brokerage Account @FINRA.org


Basic Stock and ETF Orders

Buy Orders are orders to your broker to purchase stock.  In online trading they will trigger a window with the type of buys listed (Different brokers may offer different types of orders): Orders: Market Order, Market on Close, Limit Order, Stop on Quote, Stop Limit on Quote, Trailing Stop $, Trailing Stop %.  Limit and Stop orders will trigger windows for the price to execute the order at.  The Term selection allows you to choose the time frame of the order and may give After Hours options.

Sell Orders will trigger many of the same options.

Limit Order executes a buy or sell at a specified price

Stop Loss Order An order to sell a stock at a specified price

What's the difference between a stop and a limit order?

Stop Limit Order Combines the attributes of a Stop and a Limit Order 

Trailing Stop Loss Order follows the price of the stock as it goes up.  Can be set as a percentage or a dollar amount.

Good until Canceled (GTC) and Good until Date (GTD) orders are known as Time in Force orders.

Beginners Tip: If you buy a stock and sell it and buy another stock with the money before the trade clears (3 days) you will get a warning that your account will be suspended if you sell the stock before clearance.  As long as you are not intending to sell the stock before the previous trade clears this warning is of no consequence.  I have had several warnings.  

Day Trading  If you day trade 4 times (in and out) in a rolling 5 day period you will have to bring your account up to a level of $25,000 in a margin account as you will now be classified as a Pattern Day Trader. Speak to your broker for more info.

Day Trading Video @ Investopedia
Advanced Orders

A One-Cancels-Other (OCO)  bracket order - allows for two orders to be placed simultaneously. If one order executes, the other order is cancelled.

One Cancels All (OCA) If one order executes, then the remaining orders will be cancelled.

A Conditional Order (CO) an order to buy or sell a security based on a market event: a stock reaching its 52-week high or low, trading at a certain volume or price level, or increasing/decreasing by a specific % or dollar amount.

Orders @ Wikipedia for more info.

Speak with your brokerage about these types of orders.  These types of orders can get quite complex.  Your brokerage will also have information available within your  brokerage account.

After Hours Trading

This week’s lesson for investors? Nothing good happens after hours

Trading on Margin: Buying Stocks with Borrowed Money

Trading on Margin Involves Considerable Risk!!!  
You can increase profits just under twice as fast and take losses just over twice as fast as you do with just cash purchases since you pay trading fees and interest on the borrowed money.  I don't recommend it. (But I have a margin account just in case I recognize one of those rare opportunities that sometimes appear.) 

Margin Requirements

This is the best article I've found on Margin.

Maintenance Margin

(If you have a margin account your broker may send you a notice if any stock you bought with cash has a change in the margin requirements.  When margin requirements go up the stock is more risky.)

Short Selling Stocks

Short Selling a stock is done when one expects the price of a stock to decline.  Shorting means borrowing the stock from the broker and selling it, hoping to buy it back at a lower price "Buy to Cover". If the price increases you will get a margin call at a certain point.  You must put up more money to stay in the stock or the brokerage will sell part of your assets to cover the increase in price.  It is a very unfavorable transaction for you!!  
This is the voice of experience!!

You need to understand short selling to understand the Short Ratio and Short % of Float

Shorting is best left to the professionals!!  

Must Read Articles for those considering shorting!!
Help! My short position got crushed, and now I owe E-Trade $106,445.56
Opinion: Why you should never short-sell stocks

Electronic Trading Nasdaq Level II
If you insist on trading actively you will want Level II

Electronic Trading: Level I, II and III Access

Tax Research Links

Capital Gains Tax @ Investopedia.com

What You Need To Know About Capital Gains And Taxes

How Much Tax Do I Have to Pay on Stocks If I Sell?

Identifying Stock Sold for Tax Purposes

How to Determine Which Shares to Sell, FIFO or LIFO

Using Tax Lots: A Way To Minimize Taxes

Selling a Stock? How to Curb Capital Gains Taxes


Tender Offers

When a company goes private or is bought out by another company a tender offer is made for the shares.  This is an offer to purchase a majority of the company's shares at a specified price over a defined period of time.  These may be friendly or a hostile takeover.  The Tender offer may fall short of the shares needed and be offered again, raised or withdrawn.

Tender Offer Research Articles

Tender Offer @ InvestingAnswers.com      What Happens When I Don't Tender My Shares

Trademarks Of A Takeover Target

If I reject the tender offer for acquisition of the stock that I own in a company and the company goes private, what happens to my stock?


Stock Charts  
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StockCharts.com   BarCharts.com   Finance.Yahoo.com

YCharts.com
(subscription charting service - 10 free pages per month)

Note: Selecting different chart views - 6mo. - 5yr. - max may change the time frame of each candlestick from days to weeks to months to quarters depending on the time frame selected.


SilverLight Real Time Stock Tracker
(You need to use Internet Explorer or Firefox to download and run this)
Will track multiple stocks and different folders.  Shows 1 minute real-time movement.
Try This!!!

Download SilverLight @ Freestockcharts.com
 Watch Real Time Data with a large selection of Indicators you can choose.
(Place your cursor over the chart and scroll for more detail) 

Candlestick Charts

Candlestick Charts show the opening, closing and high and low point in the price of a stock for a day, week or month.  This is the best  way to get an idea of what is going on.

The bodies of the candlesticks will show as light colors if the close is higher than the open; as dark colors if the close is lower than the open.  Tails above and below, sometimes called wicks, show the high and low for the day.  Look at the wicks for you favorite stock or for the S & P 500 around August 24, 2015.  Would you have what it takes to buy when everything is crashing?

Candlestick patterns of various types are often associated with certain future movements in a stock.  This is a very broad area of study.    

Candlestick Reading Assignments

Candlestick Charting: What Is It? @ Investopedia.com

Introduction to Candlesticks @ StockCharts.com
Recommended!  Covers History, Formation, Bodies, Shadows
Patterns - Morubozu, Dojis, Dragon Fly and Gravestone Doji
Candlestick Positions - Star, Harami
Long Pattern Reversal - Hammer and Hanging Man, Inverted Hammer and Shooting Star
Blending Candlesticks

Candlestick Charting 101 @ Candlecharts.com 

7 key candlestick reversal patterns
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4 Major Stock Market Resources
These sites have more tools than you can shake a stick at!

Zacks.com 

Zacks Investment Research is an A+ Rated BBB Accredited Business.

Zacks.com Analysts Blog

Zacks.com/stocks
This Zacks page shows the Top Movers for the day of their # 1 Rank stocks in their rating system and Additions to their # 1 Rank.  It's a good place to get investment ideas if you are not signed up for the Premium service or any subscriptions.  Keep in mind Zacks rebalances their #1 Ranking from time to time and you would not have this info available without the subscription.

Nasdaq.com

Nasdaq Stock Consultant

How To Invest @ Nasdaq.com

How Risky are you Stocks??
Run your stocksETFs through the Risk Assessment Tool

Nasdaq Risk Assessment Tool

AAII
The American Association of Independent Investors
Consider a subscription!

Investors.com
Get Investors Business Daily locally
Investors.com has a directory of local businesses that carry the paper version of Investors Business Daily.  Get it on Saturday for the Monday edition.  The Monday edition has the IBD 50 (and charts) in the second section of the paper which is a good place to look for stocks.  Check out IBD's proprietary ratings for your chosen stocks. 
Sign up for their trial and have the Monday edition delivered to your door on Saturday.
Investors Corner @ Investors.com









Stock Market Patterns 
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Chart patterns provide a framework for interpreting the movement of stocks and the markets. 

Finviz.com draws the lines for you! 

StockCharts.com and Investopedia.com are major resources.
Introduction to Chart Patterns @ StockCharts.com

Stock Market Patterns @ StockCharts.com
Chart Analysis @ StockCharts.com
5 Great Stock Chart Patterns Every Investor Should Know


Research Articles

Cup with Handle 

Cups with Handles @ SharpTraders.com

Market Analysis @ StockCharts.com

Wyckoff Stock Analysis @ StockCharts.com
The 3 Most Common and Profitable Chart Patterns @ Investors.com

3 Chart Patterns To Get In Early On Breakout Stocks @ Investors.com

Inter - Market Analysis @ StockCharts.com



The Death Cross Stock Market Pattern
The Death Cross occurs when the 50 day moving average crosses down through the 200 day moving average.

 Death Cross Articles You Should Read!
Opinion: How I came to respect the ‘death-cross’ strategy in stocks

8/11/2015
Dow death cross is a bearish omen for the stock market

8/13/2015
Death Cross isn't a Grim Reaper

8/14/15
The Dow Jones’ Death Cross: Here’s Why I Love It

09/25/15
Dreaded 'Death Cross' Threatens Nasdaq, Japan, China, Germany, India

You are in the future.  How did it turn out?  Chart It!

So?  Is the Death Cross real?  Should you pay attention to it?


And of course there is the

 Golden Cross

50 day moving average moves above the 200 day moving average.

Often brings in Momentum Traders that drive the price up sometimes without dips.


Introduction To Momentum Trading






































Researching Fundamentals  
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@
Finance.Yahoo.com

Fundamental Analysis

Involves looking at the companies  revenue, expenses, assets, liabilities,
balance sheet, income statement, cash flow statement.  
 
Introduction To Fundamental Analysis @ Investopedia.com

Stock-Picking Strategies: Fundamental Analysis @ Investopedia.com

Fundamental Analysis can be started through the Key Statistics, Analysts Estimates, Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow pages on Finance.Yahoo.com.  The company website (Profile Page) will have more info.

Keep in mind that where the company is going is more important than where the company has been!!

Finance.yahoo.com is a major resource for those doing research on stocks and ETF's.  Let's get into it and get started. Pull up the site and let's get started.

Abbreviations
ttm - Trailing twelve months
mrq - Most recent quarter
yoy - Year over year
EBITDA - Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization


Let's take a look at 11 metrics for valuing companies.  There are a whole lot more.

P/E, P/B, Net Profit Margin, Price to Free Cash Flow, Return on Equity, Total Debt/Equity and others should be looked at within the industry.  Go to Industry Center and type in the symbol in the box on the RHS of the page.  Stats are on the right.


1. Market Capitalization
Summary and Statistics pages

Market capitalization (Market Cap) is the total money market value of the outstanding shares  of a publicly traded company.  It is equal to the share price times the number of outstanding shares.  Generally speaking, the larger the capitalization the slower the movement in price and less risk to your money (if you have chosen wisely).  But the small-caps are the ones that can have a lot of movement (in both directions!)  Micro-cap and Nano-caps have much higher risk and volatility.  Elevator Up - Elevator Down!!

Mega Cap: Above 100 billion

Large Cap: $10 billion to 100 billion

Mid Cap: $2 billion to $10 billion

Small Cap: 300 million to $2 billion

Micro Cap: 50 million to 300 million

Nano Cap: Below 50 million - OTC stocks, Pink Sheet, Bulletin Board Stocks  They roll over and die a lot.  Disappear without a trace.  Taking dollars with them.  Don't go lower than small caps if you are just starting out.  (Unless you have money you just have to be parted from!)

An Introduction to Small Cap Stocks

The Lowdown On Penny Stocks @ Nasdaq.com

Use Caution Trading Pink Sheet Stocks @ Investopedia.com


2. Enterprise Value
Statistics page

Enterprise Value is the market value of common stock plus the market value of preferred stock plus the market value of the company's debt plus the minority interest minus any cash and investment  The enterprise value is what a buyer would pay for the entire company, its cash reserves and debt.

Lower Enterprise Values to capitalization are generally good.  A negative Enterprise Value may be better.  Find out why in the research articles below.


Enterprise Value Research Articles

Negative Enterprise Value Stock Screen @ OldSchoolValue.com

Returns On Negative Enterprise Value Stocks: Money For Nothing?

What does it mean when enterprise value is more than market cap?

Using Enterprise Value To Compare Companies

Enterprise Value or Market Capitalization?

Difference between market capitalization and enterprise value


3. Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA
Statistics page
 
ValueExplorer.com/stockscreen has EV/EBITDA, EV/Sales, ROE, EPS Growth, Net Debt/EBITDA, Graham Value Upside, Greenblatt Value Upside and more


Highly Recommended Articles!

How to Find 'Cheap' Stocks With the Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA Ratio

A Superior Metric for  Value Investors

and

EV/EBITDA Vs. Price To Cash Flow


4. Enterprise Value to Revenue
Statistics page

Enterprise Value to Revenue  A high EV/Revenue means the company is overvalued.  A low ratio means undervalued.  The lower the ratio the better.  Average varies by industry.  Remember: Biotechs may not have any revenue just a biotech catalyst(s) that will pop or flop.  See Biotechnology

Enterprise-Value-To-Revenue Multiple - EV/R

5. EPS - Earnings Per Share
Summary and Statistics pages

This is one of the most important variables in the price of the stock.  It is the amount of earnings minus dividends and taxes that is allocated to each share of stock.  A company with 10 million shares of stock and income of 4 million would have an EPS of .40.

Earnings Season is the months when a majority of companies report their quarterly earnings.  These are the months immediately after each quarter: January - April - July - October.  Prices can rise or fall 20% or more based on earnings.  The larger companies are covered heavily by the press and whether they missed, meet or beat the covering analysts estimates.

Earnings Calendar @ Nasdaq.com

Zacks Earnings Calendar

Morningstar Earnings Calendar

A Longer Look At S&P 500 Earnings: P/E Expansion Vs. P/E Contraction


6. Price to Earnings Ratio
Statistics page

P/E  Ratio (Price to Earnings) is a ratio for valuing and company.  It is the market value per share divided by the earnings per share and is usually for the last 4 quarters.  There can be significant variations between sectors and industry groups in the average P/E.  This metric ignores the debt of the company.

Forward P/E Ratio is calculated by dividing a stock’s price by the earnings expected over the next four quarters. Higher P/E multiples mean the stock is relatively more expensive. P/E multiples can also be used for whole sectors, ETFs, and indices.

See Shiller P/E Below!

Research Articles

P/Es and Yields on Major Indexes @ WSJ.com

Differences Between Forward P/E And Trailing P/E

Price–earnings ratio @ Wikipedia.org

Price to Earnings @ Wikinvest.com

Why is there so much variation in P/E ratios of different companies?

Profit Margins Decline Signals Recession 10/5/15
You are in the future!  Are we in a recession?

7. Price/Earnings to Growth Ration
Statistics page

PEG  Price/Earnings to Growth Ratio
It allows comparisons across diverse industries.  PEG values over 1 may mean the stock is overvalued.  PEG values under 1 may mean the stock is undervalued.  There are forward PEG ratios and trailing PEG ratios.

PEG Ratio Nails Down Value Stocks @ Investopedia.com


8. Price to Book Ratio
Statistics page

Traditionally, any value under 1.0 is considered a good P/B value, indicating a potentially undervalued stock. However, value investors often consider stocks with a P/B value under 3.0.

Assume a company has $100 million in assets on the balance sheet and $75 million in liabilities. The book value of that company would be $25 million. If there are 10 million shares outstanding, each share would represent $2.50 of book value. If each share sells on the market at $5, then the P/B ratio would be 2 (5/2.50).

Good Price to Book Values     Using Price to Book Ratio

9. Price to Sales
Statistics page

Less than 1.2 is considered good by many.  Varies by Industry.

Price-To-Sales Ratio - PSR

Price to Sales Ratio (P/S)

How To Use Price-To-Sales Ratios To Value Stocks


10. Quarterly Revenue Growth
Statistics page

Revenue and EPS changes are considered the most important factors in the long-term price of a company's stock. Growing revenues/EPS often lead to an upward movement in share price.  Particularly when the sector is on a rising cycle.


11. Debt to Equity
Statistics page

High debt/equity ratio generally means that a company has been aggressive in financing its growth with debt. This could be good, it could be bad.  A company in a booming industry with great products and high debt to equity might be a good buy.  A company in a declining industry being hammered is another story.  A high ratio can impair the company's ability to borrow money for expansion.  Average ratios vary between industries.

Research Articles

Operating Cash Flow @ Investopedia.com

Levered Free Cash Flow

Using the Debt-to-Equity Ratio @ Fool.com

Debt-to-Equity Ratio @ InvestingAnswers.com

<<<<<>>>>>

You must understand Share Dilution and Burn Rate

For and example of what share dilution can do to a stock check out ATNM Sept. - Oct. 2016 

Foolish Fundamentals: Stock Dilution

Burn Rate @ avc.com

Burn Rate Key Factor In Company's Sustainability

30-day wash sale rule

Levered Free Cash Flow


<<<<<>>>>>

Due Dilligence
This is the process you go through when researching a stock or ETF for purchase.  
There are a number of opinions of what exactly constitutes due diligence.

How To Calculate The Intrinsic Value Of Your Common Stocks: Part 1

Due Diligence In 10 Easy Steps

What Is Due Diligence? Here's How I Do It

<<<<<>>>>>

CAN-SLIM

I recommend you study CAN-SLIM if you are a long-term investor.  This is William O'neil's (founder of Investors Business Daily) approach to purchasing stocks for the long term.  It will save you a lot of money in the market.
CANSLIM Trading Style Broken Down
The How to Make Money in Stocks Complete Investing System: Your Ultimate Guide to Winning in Good Times and Bad    by William O'Neil (Author)
<<<<<>>>>>
Stock Story
I bought my first stock after reading William O'neil's book (above).  Bought E-Bay after a breakout as it started climbing @ $80 and change.  I sold it  about 3 months later at $306.  Only had 11 shares. (Sorrow!)  Another sales rep at my place of employment had been in stocks for a while was in Airlines and not doing well at all.  He admitted that some days it was hard to come in and look at me.
Yahoo Resource

Industry Summary @ Yahoo.com

Here you can compare your stocks info from the Key Statistics Page to the industry they are in.

1 day price change % - Market Cap - P/E - ROE % - Div. Yield % - LT Debt to Equity - Price to Book - Net Profit Margin % mrq - Price to Free Cash Flow mrq

Additional metrics for measuring a company

ROCE measures the Return on Capital Employed.  A higher number is better as it means the company is using capital more efficiently.

CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) is the mean annual growth rate over a period of time greater than a year.

Weighted Alpha is a measure of 1 yr growth with the emphasis on most recent price activity. A positive Weighted Alpha indicates the stock price is moving higher and a negative Weighted Alpha indicates the stock price is moving lower.

Weighted Alpha - The NASDAQ Dozen

Why is the Weighted Alpha important for traders and analysts?

Shiller CAPE is the Cyclically Adjusted Price to Earnings ratio.  Above 16 and the market is considered to be getting expensive.

Research Articles

Shiller PE

S&P 500 PE Ratio

Shiller P/E @ GuruFocus.com
Sector Valuation: Shiller P/E by Sectors @ GuruFocus.com
Shiller P/E Individual Stocks  @ GuruFocus.com

Shiller PE A Better Measurement of Market Valuation

Reading the CAPE Ratio for Booms, Busts, and Bubbles














Stock Portfolio & Quick Look using Finance.Yahoo.com
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Keep in mind that where the company is going is more important than where the company has been!!

Note: The front page of finance.yahoo.com
.com will show the futures before the market opens.  This is an indication of where the market is expected to go when it opens. 

Set Up Your Portfolio, Watch list and Shadow Trade Folders @ finance.yahoo.com
Note: finance.yahoo.com changes its format from time to time.  These are general instructions.


Set up your Portfolio

Set up a Watch List 1     Set up a Shadow Trade 1

When you set up the folder make sure you add all the indexes.  Have at least Symbol, Last Price, Change, % Change, Market Time, Volume and 52 week range in your set up.

Make Sure You Click the Real Time Option on the Drop Down!!
Otherwise you will be looking at data 15 or 20 minutes old.  

Give yourself $100,000.  Record your research, reasons, reassessments and thinking!  

Start buying stocks and Exchange Traded Funds.

Watch the market daily and Learn!

Keep track of the headlines for your asset.  Find out why things happen!

This is Your Fastest Path to Knowledge and Expertise in the stock market!!

 

You can get a quick look at a company by using the following pages on Finance.Yahoo.com  
For this Quick Look section we will use:

Summary Page

Check the volume against the average volume.  Big moves on big volume can be the birth of a trend change.

Check the 52 week range to see where in that range it is trading at today.  This gives you an idea of where it might go.

Bid is the maximum amount a buyer is willing to pay for the asset and Ask is the minimum amount  a seller is willing to take for the asset.  Market Makers match bid and ask prices.

Bid Ask Research Articles

The Basics Of The Bid-Ask Spread @ Investopedia.com

Electronic Trading: The Role of a Market Maker @ Investopedia.com

Beta is the stocks movement in relation to the market.  A beta over 1 means the price will be more volatile than the market.  A beta under 1 means less volatile.  If a stock has a beta of 1.2 it is 20% more volatile than the market.  Beta changes over time.

Beta @ Investopedia.com



Profile Page

This page explains what the company does, its sector and industry group and how long it has been in business.  Look for strategic collaborations with well known companies.  If they are a biotech do they have a lot of products in the pipeline?  Patents?   
The link to the company website will be found here where there will be additional info.
Do a search for (Industry) outlook (Year) in both a search engine and a major website covering that particular industry.
Statistics Page

Here you will find a variety of valuation measurements and financial highlights.  
This is your Fundamental Analysis page.

Compare your stocks metrics against industry averages @ 
Industry Summary @ Yahoo.com

Short Percentage of Float
Short sellers borrow a stock and sell it and hope to buy it back later at a lower price.  Short sellers are usually astute researchers and players of stocks and they can often be predictors of movement in a stock.  I tend to look unfavorably on stocks with above 10% short/float.  But when they are wrong a short squeeze occurs forcing them to buy shares as the price rises thereby adding more momentum to the price.

Firms are required to report their short positions as of settlement on the 15th of each month. A compilation is published eight business days after.

Research Articles Short Percentage of Float - Short Interest

Short Interest: What It Tells Us

Days to Cover

Short Interest - Short Percentage of Float @ WSJ.com

Keep in mind that if you are buying industries that are down the current statistics may not look that good.  In the first part of 2016 the energy sector was getting hammered badly.  But:

Warren Buffett Continues Massive Energy Insider Buying: Phillips 66, Summit Midstream, Lands’ End and More 1/23/16   Chart It!  Did Warren make good buys??

We simply attempt to be fearful when others are greedy and to be greedy only when others are fearful.  Warren Buffett


Charts - Interactive
Learning how to use charts is indispensible to successful investing.
Yahoo Charts
Pull up a chart of a stock and using the Indicator Tab learn to bring up the 20, 100 and 200 day moving averages (click on the + for additional averages) and to compare a stock with another using the Comparison Tab.  

Select the Candlestick icon.  This will show you the open, close, high and low for each period. 

If you are just starting out in the market start with adding and researching Moving Averages.
Then add and research the Indicators: Stochastic Oscillator and MACD (Moving Averages Convergence/Divergence)

The various indicators: Exponential Moving Average, Money Flow Index should be studied one at a time using their name as the keyword in a search.  Investopedia.com and stockcharts.com will have info and links.

Analysts Page

The Mean is the average of a set of numbers.

The Median is the point at which 50% of the numbers are above and 50% below.

Recommendation Trends shows what the analysts have thought of the stock over the last four months.  Always check this.  But Remember: Analysts tend to be optimistic.  Their numbers are good if everything goes right for the company.  How often does that happen with you?


Recommendations Rating, uses a scoring of 1 being a strong buy and 5 being a strong sell.  

The Analysts Price Target box gives the high and low targets.  You can get an idea of the potential upside and potential downside from these.  Note the number of brokers.  This gives you an idea of where on the stock market radar this company is.  As a company grows and becomes a more attractive investment the number of brokers covering will go up.

Upgrades and Downgrades allow you to see what the covering analysts think of the stock over time.  You might consider looking at the Upgrades/Downgrades vs the price chart to see if upgrades or downgrades affected the stock.  Sometimes the results can be surprising.  In the Upgrades and Downgrades you are looking for Strong Buy, Buy, Outperform, Overweight and Hold ratings.

Understanding Analysts Ratings @ Investopedia.com

Guide to analyst recommendations @ MarketWatch.com

Analysts Upgrades and Downgrades @ MarketBeat.com

Analysts Actions @ Yahoo Finance

Analysts Estimates Page
Shows Earnings Estimates, Revenue Estimates, Earnings History, EPS Trends, EPS Revisions, Growth Estimates. I always check the Next 5 yrs. Growth Estimate vs the Industry and Sector - Sales Growth over the next quarter, this year and next.  

Major Holders Page

This page shows you:

% of Shares Held by All Insiders and 5% Owners
Do the Insiders have skin in the game?  That's a good sign! 

% of Shares Held by Institutional and Mutual Fund Owners
If Institutional Investors don't care about the stock you shouldn't either!

% of Float Held by Institutional and Mutual Fund Owners

Number of Institutions Holding Shares (Important!)

No institutions holding shares?  You may have really done your research and found the next big thing in its tiny infancy.  It is far, far more likely you have found a Black Hole for your money.  A company moving forward picks up institutional investors over time.  Check out the company's competitors.  How many institutions are holding their shares? Might show you something!

This page also shows the Major Direct Holders, Top Institutional Holders and Top Mutual Fund Holders.  Larger, more well known Institutions are a good sign. (See Best Underwriters for IPOs below in the IPO section)  (Additional large Institutions are: Deutsche Bank, Bank of New York Mellon Corporation,  BlackRock Fund Advisors, Vanguard Group) 

Do the Institutions have a large stake or just a presence?  You want to compare the major holder page between stocks as to the amount the Institutions are holding.  The more they think of a stock the  more they hold.

Compare Major Holders ARRY vs Major Holders BLRX

In December, 2015 the number of Institutional Holders for the following stocks I was checking out were:

BAX - 1075     BLUE - 261     AGTC - 64     SGMO - 180

SUNE - 440     NTCT - 212     SWKS - 749    NUVA - 250

ATVI - 524     PYPL - 108     SFL - 175     SGYP - 137

ARDM - 16    CORR - N/A    WATT - 31 

How to Uncover Institutional Buying - Screen of the Week

Track Institutional Buying, Not Analysts


Insider Transactions Page

Note the number of Insider purchases or sales.  Buying by insiders may be a sign things are looking up.  Sales may mean they expect rough water ahead or they may just be taking a profit and raising cash for other endeavors.  Check the price moves on large buying and selling by insiders to see what effect it has. 2/29/16 KERX showed 49.9% decrease in shares held by Institutions on 21 million + shares sold.  Stock up 12% in the afternoon.  Check the Headlines 

Institutional Buying is good.  This is what drives share price upward.  Institutions buy over time so as not to greatly affect the price of the stock.  Increases in volume/price over a 2-3 week period is often a sign of Institutional buying.    Net Institutional Purchases - Prior Qtr to Latest Qtr show Institutional Purchases/Sales.  Check the chart to see the effects of this on price.

Hedge Fund 100 Firm Profiles

Always run the stock symbol through InsiderMonkey.com and SeekingAlpha.com for articles research.

Track Ownership and Insider Trades @ Nasdaq.com

Headlines Page
Spend a lot of time here!   This is what's happening with the stock.

Dropdown at the bottom gives you weekly headlines for the last 4 months.  
Look  for missing, making or beating analysts estimates and Share Holder Alerts.  Legal actions can certainly affect stock prices.  Is a new management team taking over?  A change in management may mean a change in fortune for a stock's price.  Scan for 13G filings (Hedge Funds buying/selling) - Lawsuits filed - Industry Outlook changes (Upgrades/Downgrades).  
 Have they missed delivering on contracts?  Had contracts cancelled?  Is this an Industry that will be adversely/favorably affected by a Government change in regulations/laws?  Do a search for events such as mergers (company, company , merger ) and see what the better articles have to say.

Cramer: Accounting irregularities = SELL

Historical Prices Page

Easy to use date range for open, high, low and close prices for the last year + total. Shows volume.  Chart gives the last 12 trading days.  Can select Dividends only.

Conversations/Message Board

Sometimes you can find some well researched comments here.  Sometimes not.  A lot of back and forth between opinions and occasional advertisements.

Stock Research Assignments

Compare these companies using the metrics of your choice!!  Which is the better buy?  Which has the better long term outlook?  The better dividend?  This is across industries.


BLUE - Summary - Profile - Statistics - Analysts Opinions - Major Holders - Insider Transactions

AGTC - Summary - Profile - Statistics - Analysts Opinions - Major Holders - Insider Transactions 

SGMO - Summary - Profile - Statistics - Analysts Opinions - Major Holders - Insider Transactions 

Gene Editing Article Research

3 Stocks To Profit From The Gene Therapy Revolution

5 Gene Therapy Stocks to Consider

7 Gene Editing Companies Investors Should Watch

The 3 Best Stocks to Invest in Gaming

Assignment  Which of those stocks is a better buy now, if any!


Online Training

TradingAcademy.com     @TDAmeriTrade.com

TechniTrader.com    FreeOnlineTradingEducation.com

StockTrader.com Free Education

The Greatest Investors @ Investopedia.com

Top Gainers and Losers Research Links
Keep in mind different sites may look at different stocks/indexes.

Movers @ Morningstar.com

Hot Stocks @ money.CNN.com

Hot Stocks Overview @ BarCharts.com

Most Active Stocks @ NASDAQ.com

Market Movers @ Finance.Yahoo.com

Winners and Losers NYSE @ Barrons.com


Stock Research Assignment
Choose a big gainer or loser and find out why it happened.  Check the Headlines on the Summary and Press Release page on Yahoo Finance and run an articles search.

Stock Note:

12/17/15 RWLK closes up 83.33% when the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 261 points.

12/18/15 RWLK closes up another 22.73% on a day when the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 367 points.  I watched another take a second leg up that was significant!  Might be something to consider with an eye for volume and gaps.

Why? VA sets national policy for robotic legs for paralyzed vets

Everything doesn't go down on a bad day!  Good news can
send a stock on a rocket ride.  But does it last?  Chart it!

On 1/29/16 SDPI was up 114.53% to close at a price of $2.25!!   Why??
The reason can be found in Thursday, January 28, 2016 news release after hours news.




















































Advice for New Investors 
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The Essentials of stock investing/trading for those who want to make long-term investments or trade stocks on a regular basis.

READ -- READ -- READ

Read everything you can find on financial sites about your chosen asset and the outlook for its sector/industry group.  
Do your article research.  SeekingAlpha.com and InsiderMonkey.com are two places you should run the symbol through to see what info is available on you stock picks.  There are many others.  (See Financial Sites)  Read articles that you can only understand part of.  Look up the terms you don't understand.  
Use keywords search such as "(stock) outlook", "(stock) long term prospects" with a recent date range, etc. to bring up articles

RealClearMarkets.com is a good place for articles!

CHARTS -- CHARTS -- CHARTS

If you have hopes of being an active investor you will be looking at charts until they come out of your ears.  Learning to interpret charts and stock market movement takes a lot of study.  You must understand trends, momentum and trading ranges as they related to your chosen asset and what the general market trend is.

ANALYSIS -- ANALYSIS -- ANALYSIS

The first thing you need to analyze is yourself.  What type of trader are you?  Can you stick to an investment plan or will the swings of the market cause you to make an emotional decision?  Which way is the market trend?  You stocks trend?  The sector?  The Industry?  Is it an emerging technology?  What will you and your investment do in a recession?  How close is the next recession?  What are the signs of an economy slipping into recession? (See Recession/Contraction Indicators)

Note!
There is a psychological event known as "Analysis Paralysis".  When you experience this it's time to take a break.  Walk away from stocks, markets and economics and give your mind a chance to refresh.  Go do a bit of Living!!

SHADOW TRADE -- SHADOW TRADE -- SHADOW TRADE

If you are new to the market but have that itch to trade stocks and ETFs I highly recommend you shadow trade for a while to see how good you really are.  Write down you buy points and why you bought and see what the market and future reality think about your selections.

Stock Story

A manager saw me going over charts at Panera Bread and told me her husband had gotten into the currency market and lost about $10,000.  He shadow traded for over a year and took online courses and now he is making money as an active trader.  Portfolio up 66% at one point last year.

WRITE IT ALL DOWN

Write it all down and you will have a record of your decision-making process to go back over.  You won’t have one of those “what the #%$&” was I thinking moments.

Very Important!!

Record your bad trades and what happened.  Keep this file and look at this file often.  Do you make the same mistakes over and over? 

Analyze not only the buy and the sell but the decision making process!!  What were you thinking and why were you thinking it?  Who were you listening to?  What were your beliefs? 

Keep your bad trades in your watch list.  You want to be reminded of what you did wrong.
FOMO (Fear of Missing Out) clips me a lot.  
  
Why FOMO Is Every Stock Investor’s Worst Enemy

StockTrader.com Trading Journal




































Wisdom in Quotes
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"In economics, things take longer to happen than you think they will, and then they happen faster than you thought they could."  Rudi Dornbusch - German economist

The most that can be expected from any model is that it can supply a useful approximation to reality: All models are wrong; some models are useful. 
Statistician  George E. P. Box

The unintended consequences of economic policy are always more interesting than the intended ones.  Jim Grant  

The single greatest edge an investor can have is a long term orientation.  Seth Klarman

We simply attempt to be fearful when others are greedy and to be greedy only when others are fearful.  Warren Buffett

The four most dangerous words in investing are: "This time it's different."  Sir John Templeton

I learned early that there is nothing new in Wall Street. There can’t be because speculation is as old as the hills. Whatever happens in the stock market today has happened before and will happen again. I’ve never forgotten that.  Jesse Livermore

Buy when everyone else is selling and hold until everyone else is buying. This is the very essence of successful investing." - J Paul Getty
 
After spending many years in Wall Street and after making and losing millions of dollars I want to tell you this: It never was my thinking that made big money for me. It was always my sitting.  Jesse Livermore Quotes

Someone's sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago. The 25 Smartest Things Warren Buffet Ever Said @ Fool.com

Don't try to buy at the bottom and sell at the top.  It can't be done except by liars.  Benard Baruch

When the facts change, I change my mind.  What do you do, sir?  John Maynard Keynes

When management takes the low road in aspects that are visible, it is likely they are following a similar path behind the scenes.  There is seldom just one cockroach in the kitchen.  Warren Buffett  Article

What seems too high and risky to the majority generally goes higher and what seems low and cheap generally goes lower.  William O'Neil

True investors buy when they see value, and sell when value no longer exists.  Lance Roberts RealInvestmentAdvice.com

Beware of geeks bearing formulas. Warren Buffett

In this business if you're good, you're right six times out of ten.  You're never going to be right nine times out of ten.  Peter Lynch

I didn’t always win. My plan of trading was sound enough and won oftener than it lost. If I had stuck to it I’d have been right perhaps as often as seven out of ten times. Jesse Livermore

Invest at the point of maximum pessimism.  Sir John Templeton

It takes a man a long time to learn all the lessons of all his mistakes. Jesse Livermore

The only investors who shouldn’t diversify are those who are right 100% of the time.  Sir John Templeton

All you need for a lifetime of successful investing is a few big winners.  Peter Lynch

The worse a situation becomes, the less it takes to turn it around, and the bigger the upside.  George Soros

It took me five years to learn to play the game intelligently enough to make big money when I was right. Jesse Livermore

Wall Street indices predicted nine out of the last five recessions. Paul Samuelson

When you combine ignorance and leverage, you get some pretty interesting results.  Warren Buffett

Bull markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism, and die on euphoria. The time of maximum pessimism is the best time to buy, and the time of maximum optimism is the best time to sell.  Sir John Templeton

It's far better to buy a wonderful company at a fair price than a fair company at a wonderful price.  Warren Buffett

The key to making money in stocks is not to get scared out of them.  Peter Lynch

Buy right.  Sit tight.  Jesse Livermore

Be patient and wait for the fat pitch.  James Montier page

Bottoms in the investment world don’t end with four-year lows; they end with 10- or 15-year lows.” – Jim Rogers

I have always found it profitable to study my mistakes.  Jesse Livermore

I bought a company in the mid-'90s called Dexter Shoe and paid $400 million for it. And it went to zero. And I gave about $400 million worth of Berkshire stock, which is probably now worth $400 billion. But I've made lots of dumb decisions. That's part of the game.  Warren Buffett Quotes @BrainyQuote.com

There is no need to feel anger over being human. Jesse Livermore

In the 20th century, the United States endured two world wars and other traumatic and expensive military conflicts; the Depression; a dozen or so recessions and financial panics; oil shocks; a flu epidemic; and the resignation of a disgraced president. Yet the Dow rose from 66 to 11,497.  Warren Buffett

The market can remain irrational longer than you can remain solvent - John Maynard Keynes

Basically, when you get to my age, you'll really measure your success in life by how many of the people you want to have love you actually do love you.  Warren Buffett


Bob Farrell's 10 Rules     25 Best Warren Buffett Quotes

Nine Surprising Things Jesse Livermore Said     The Greatest Investors @Investopedia.com
Stock Buyers Checklist
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Keep a Written Record of Your Buys, Sells and Why!

What's positive and what's negative?

Are it’s competitors in this industry looking better?

How long do you intend to hold this stock or ETF?

Where is the stock in its trading range?  

Are you buying after it has bounced off support?

Has it broken out to the upside and confirmed, or to the downside?

What's the volume saying?

What do the covering analysts think is its upside potential?

What's the sector and industry outlook?

What's the market outlook?

Are you making an emotional decision?
To make money in stock you buy low and sell high.  Emotion makes many inexperienced investors do the exact opposite.

Take this out and look at it from time to time!

Remember These Three Things:

The greatest explosion of technological and biotechnological progress in history is happening all around us!

Recessions and Corrections are a natural part of the business cycle!

Investing is a marathon, not a sprint!!

Are you ready?  Have you done your homework?



Always keep a record of the stocks you sold.  How many of them went up?  Judge your decisions not just on results but on the analysis process that led to the results.
Technical Analysis
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Technical Analysis is the analysis of a stock/markets movement. Trend lines, support, resistance, and momentum.

Learn About Technical Analysis @ Fidelity.com

John Murphy's Ten Laws of Technical Trading

Price Channels

Price Channels are lines drawn connecting the highs points (upper channel - Resistance) and the low points (lower channel - Support) over a specific time period.   Used to determine trends and trading ranges.

Uptrend - Higher highs and higher lows  (Buy on dips?)

Downtrend - Lower highs and lower lows  (Sell on rallies?)

Trading Sideways - Not really going anywhere at all. Range bound.

Trading Range - The range determined by the upper and lower limit of a stocks price movement.

Research Articles for Price Channels, Trading Ranges and Breakouts

Price Channels @ StockCharts.com

Price Channels @ Wikipedia.org

Price Channels @ Investopedia.com

Range-bound Traders - Break-out Traders - Channel Traders

Trade In The Right Direction Understanding Trend-Range Axis (AAPL, GPRO)

The Trend is Your Friend

Ascending Channel @ Investopedia.com


Everything about Technical Analysis
KnowledgeBase.mta.org

Support and Resistance

Support - is the price at which demand is strong enough to prevent further declines in the price.  Stocks will sometimes bounce off support several times before making a decisive move through support or resistance.

Resistance - is the price at which selling is strong enough to prevent further increases in price.  Stocks may bounce against resistance several times before making a definite move. 

Support levels often become new resistance levels after breakdowns and resistance levels often become new support after breakouts.

Research Articles Support and Resistance

Support And Resistance Basics@ Investopedia.com

Support and Resistance @ StockCharts.com

How to Identify Support and Resistance Levels on a Stock Chart @ Swing-Trade-Stocks.com

Technical Analysis: Support And Resistance @ Investopedia.com


Trend lines and Trading Ranges

Trendline

Market Trends @ Wikipedia.org

Trading Ranges - The spread between the stock price's high and low over a chosen period of time.  Stocks in an uptrend will often run into resistance at a certain point and may approach that resistance several times.

Stocks in a downtrend will often bounce off support levels.  When a stock in an uptrend breaks out of its range and confirms, the old level of resistance will often become the new level of support.  When a stock in a downtrend breaks down below support and confirms, that support level often becomes the new resistance level.  But sometimes they just shoot in the direction of movement and form a completely new base.  

How to Analyze the Average Trading Range @ Dummies.com

3 Ways To Tell If Your Stock Has Bottomed

Breakout and Breakdown

Breaking through resistance to the upside is known as a "Breakout".

Breaking through support to the downside is known as a Breakdown.

Breakout Trading Technical Analysis Primer

The Anatomy Of Trading Breakouts

Confirming Price Movements With Volume Oscillators

Detailed info on Breakouts @ StockCharts.com

Triangle Breakouts: Two Higher, Two Lower

Spotting Breakouts As Easy As ACD

Strategies For Playing The Confirmation Trade (SBUX, VRTX)

Failed Break     Throwback
Moving Averages
A break of a larger moving average is more indicative of a trend break than a break of smaller moving averages.  Return to Charts - Interactive

Chart This One!  Did it happen?  10 month and 20 month crossover

Chart o’ the Day: The Big Bearish Crossover 2/28/16

Moving Averages Research Articles

Simple Moving Average - SMA @ Investopedia.com

The Trend is Your Friend: Using Moving Averages @ Schwab.com

Moving Averages: How To Use Them

How To Use A Moving Average To Buy Stocks

S&P 500 20-Month Moving Average Strategy

These Charts (1982-2016) Paint A Bullish Picture

Moving Averages - Crossover and Divergence (MACD)
A buy signal occurs when the faster line crosses above the slower and both lines are below zero.
A sell signal takes place when the faster line crosses below the slower from above the zero line.
 Weekly signals take precedence over daily signals.  Return to Charts - Interactive

Crossover and Divergence

Investing 101: How To Trade High Volume Breakouts

MACD Crossovers @ SharpTraders.com 

Moving Average Convergence Divergence - MACD

Divergence - When the price of an asset moves in the opposite direction from and indicator, index or related asset.

Divergence Research Articles

Divergence: The Trade Most Profitable

Divergences, Momentum And Rate Of Change

What does it mean to use technical divergence in trading?

Standard Deviation @ StockCharts.com

Volume
Volume shows the push of buying or the pull of selling in the stock price.  Look at the volume of a move in relation to the average volume.  Breakouts with confirmation on high volume are a good sign but sometimes they fall back and continue their Basing.  Breakdowns on high volume are bad (unless you're short) and often have several legs down.  

How To Use Volume To Improve Your Trading

Volume Tells Tale Of Institutional Buying

Investing 101: How To Trade High Volume Breakouts


On-Balance Volume (OBV)
On Balance Volume theory says that if the volume increases sharply but the stock price doesn't move eventually the increased volume will drive the price up.  And visa versa.

Momentum Indicates Stock Price Strength

The Elements of a Perfect Momentum Trade

Technical Analysis Research Articles

Technical Analysis: Indicators And Oscillators

Technical Indicators and Overlays @ StockCharts.com

Technical Analysis: Indicators And Oscillators @ Investopedia.com

Why is divergence between indicators important for traders?

Top 7 Technical Analysis Tools @ Investopedia.com

Speed Resistance Lines @ Investopedia.com

Download the
The E-Book of Technical Market Indicators 2.0
@ WallStreetCourier.com
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Major Indicators
Trend Indicators

Moving Averages     Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD)    Parabolic SAR

 Momentum Indicators

 Stochastic Oscillator     Relative Strength Index (RSI)

Volatility Indicators

Bollinger Bands     Standard Deviation     Average True Range

Volume Indicators

Chaikin Oscillator (Also used to measure momentum)     On-Balance Volume (OBV) 

Volume Rate of Change

Stochastic Oscillators Research Links 
Show overbought oversold conditions.  Comes in fast and slow flavors.
Return to Charts - Interactive
 
Research Articles

Stochastic Oscillator @ Investopedia.com

Stochastic Oscillator @ StockCharts.com

What is the difference between fast and slow stochastics in technical analysis? @ Investopedia.com
ID'ing When to Buy and Sell Using the Stochastic Oscillator @ AAII.com

MACD Moving Averages Convergence/Divergence Research
Return to Charts - Interactive

Moving Average Convergence Divergence - MACD @ Investopedia.com

A Primer On The MACD @ Investopedia.com

Spotting Trend Reversals With MACD @ Investopedia.com

MACD @ StockCharts.com

Resources

Check out SharpTraders.com  They have some interesting pages.

MACD Crossovers @ SharpTraders.com 

Stocks Under Accumulation @ SharpTraders.com















































Investing in the Future  
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The Coming Revolution of American Manufacturing

4 Reasons Why Exponential Technologies Are Taking Off

Video Peter Diamandis - Exponential Technology

Why Exponential Technologies Are Taking Off

When Are New Technologies Ready For Business Development?

Five technologies that will change our lives in five years

Boston Dynamics Atlas Robot Video

Exponential Trends Search Terms

3-D printing     Bioprinting     Robotics     Internet of Things

Additive manufacturing     Artificial intelligence

Quantum computing     Cyber security

Gene editing/Genetic engineering

Personalized healthcare/treatment

Cancer vaccine     Brain-limb connections

Nanotechnology     Artificial food

Biotechnology     Cloud computing

Chemical technology     Industrial biology

Self-driving cars/Autonomous Vehicles

Machine to Machine (M2M) technology Device Mesh

Stem Cells     Biometrics     Facial Recognition

Augmented/Virtual Reality     microRNA

Software as a Service (SAAS)

Hybrid Cloud Computing

Brain-Computer Interface

Technological Disruption

CRISPR/Crispr-Cas9

Synthetic Food

 Immunotherapy 

Wearable's

Big Data

Biochips

(see Hype Cycle below for additional areas of research in upcoming technology and additional information related to the time taken to come into productivity.) 

2016 Hype Cycle List for additional terms.

Search Terms
Here are a few suggestions for your searches.  Use one of the terms above or one you have come across in your research.

(Search Term) top companies, best companies

(Search Term) ipo (initial public offerings)

(Search Term) best (year) companies

(Search Term) leaders

Look for the best writers on the industry you are focusing on.  They will supply good companies to start with.

We are at the beginning of a biological and technological explosion!!

Remember: Investing is a marathon, not a sprint!!

A look at the Future @ JWIntelligence.com

Asteroid mining companies, anyone?

Asteroid Mining May Be a Reality by 2025

Moon Villages?

Momentum builds for creation of 'moon villages'

or perhaps you would prefer Alternative Fusion Technology

Plasma physics: The fusion upstarts

Artificial Muscles?

Completely new kind of polymer could lead to artificial muscles, self-repairing materials

Sounds far out now but the future has a way of slipping up on you.  Our world is about to change faster than it ever has!

Research Articles for the Future
10 Hot Internet of Things Startups
10 Internet of Things companies to watch
How Investors Can Profit From The Internet Of Things @ Forbes.com
Quantum computing is coming -- are you prepared for it?

15 big data and analytics companies to watch

A Crispr future @ The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

CRISPR, the disruptor @ Nature.com

CRISPR: gene editing is just the beginning @ Nature.com

CRISPR @ Wikipedia.org

Order CRISPRs Here

Looking for a list of Stem Cell companies?

Check out InvestorStemCell.com

Defense Stocks Directory: Biometrics Stocks, Security Stocks, Facial Recognition, Fingerprint Recognition,  Voice Recognition, Iris Recognition @ InvestorIdeas.com

Resources

VentureCapNews.com     InvestorIdeas.com

SingularityHub.com

Emerging Technologies Links

List of emerging technologies

Emerging Technologies (2015) - Visualization     Emerging Technologies Roadmap PDF

Initial Public Offerings (IPOs)   
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When a company goes public and its shares begin trading it is referred to as the Initial Public Offering.  These are sometimes volatile during their first few weeks/months.  You cannot trade them on margin for the first 30 days after pricing.

Note: IPO's don't always trade at market open on their first day. 

On 2/3/16 BGNE started trading around 10:40 and EDIT around 10:50.

Compare their performance so far @ finance.yahoo.com

Sometimes they are a day or more late in starting to trade.  Sometimes things fall through and they don't trade.  


Research Assignment

Chart a few recent IPOs and study their first two weeks movements.  
(Note: On Yahoo stock charts the max view of recent IPOs will show hourly increments on the stock chart.)
(Look for 13G/13D Filings by hedge funds buying the stock in the headlines. Good Sign!)

IPO Calendars and News
IPO sites may cover different Exchanges

IPO news @ Google.com

IPOs @ MarketWatch.com

IPO Calendar - Nasdaq

IPOScoop.com Calendar   IPOs @ WSJ.com

Renaissance Capital IPO Calendar

Upcoming IPOs @ StreetInsider.com

IPO Playbook @ Investorplace.com

IPO Insider @ StreetInsider.com

Using Technical Analysis to Trade IPOs

IPO Basics: Don't Just Jump In


IPO Info and Education Links

Initial Public Offering: CNBC Explains

Initial Public Offering @ Wikipedia.org

Stock FAQ's: IPOs @ Fidelity.com

How IPO's Work @ Briefing.com

How Does IPO Pricing Work? @ Forbes.com

Overallotment @ Investopedia.com

What is an 'IPO Lock-Up @ Investopedia.com

Much Ado About IPO Lockup Expirations: Data and Stats

Shake Shack's stock soars as post-IPO lock-up period expires

Lock-up Expirations @ MarketBeat.com

Lock-up Expirations @ EDGAR Pro

Lock-up Expirations @ WSJ.com

Top Underwriters for IPOs
Return to: Major Holders Page

While their fortunes in IPOs vary from year to year in IPOs some top Underwriters and (Institutional Investors) for IPOs include:

 Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, Citi, Credit Suisse, Bank of America, Deutsche Bank, Warburg Dillon Read, JMP Securities, Oppenheimer, Salomon Smith Barney, Wedbush, Canaccord Genuity.
  
(Concentrating on their IPOs for research might be something to consider.) 
 
Unicorns!!

Unicorns are company's that have raised venture capital (VC) in excess of 1 Billion

11 Venture-Backed Unicorns to Watch for IPOs in 2016

Predicting the Biggest IPO of 2016
Possibilities: Uber, Lyft, Pinterest, Snapchat, Spotify, Airbnd, Xiaomi Technology Co.


20 Red Hot, Pre-IPO Companies in 2016 B2B Tech
Register and Download

10 Best IPOs to Expect in 2016

Unicorn List 2016 @ Fortune.com

The IPO Class Of 2016: Will Unicorns Ride To The Rescue After A Down Year?

Gene editing IPOs 2016

Editas EDIT NTLA and CRSP went public IN 2016.  Here are some research articles for thought.
Bill Gates And 13 Other Investors Pour $120 Million Into Revolutionary Gene-Editing Startup
A startup that wants to start using a controversial gene-editing tool in people by 2017 just filed to go public


You are in the future.  What happened and how did it affect the stock?

Stay tuned!  We are at the very beginning of gene-editing!!!  Some companies will skyrocket!

Stock Story

Bought 200 EDIT on the first day at 17.65.  After the dip I was concerned the patent dispute and general market might keep the price down.  I put a sell limit order 100 shares @ 21 to lock in a bit of profit and let the other 100 ride.  I decided to cancel the limit order and let all 200 shares ride but made the decision just a bit late and got into the account just after the limit order tripped. 
 
The second 100 shares I sold @ 36.20 as it was dropping.  It hit a high of $42.04 as I write this on the afternoon of 3/8/16.  Ouch!!  Left some money on the table on that one!


2015 IPO JUNO is instructive of the basing period that IPO's often go through.

Check out AXON and SNDX on their first day and subsequent ups and downs.

Could you have made money on this one?

Check out SHOPs chart

MULE may go public in the future.  Chart a close competitor APIC (on the max view) which went public.  Check the headlines.

2016 IPO Prospects: MuleSoft Is A Unicorn, But Financials Remain Unknown
 

Before you buy on the first day hoping to flip shares read:

How can "Oversubscribed" be a Sign of  IPO Weakness?

Initial Public Offerings: Price Differences @ sec.gov

What Happens to a Stock Price When It Goes Public?

Trading a first day IPO?

Did it price at the top of its range?  Or the bottom?

Is there a gap up on the first tick?  Or a gap down?

What does the volume tell you?  Who are the Underwriters?

If you are considering trading these shadow trade a few IPOs first and see how they run and then you will probably want to limit yourself to Unicorns or high profile companies going public and possibly wait to see how the stock trades during the first few days or weeks.

Search Terms

ipo overpriced     ipo underpriced     ipo's dropped in price     ipos trading below issue price

(year) ipo's     top ipo companies     top pre ipo companies (year)

Some Recent Biotechnology IPO's 

QURE      ONCE     How are they doing?  


Virtual Reality Info and IPOs

Virtual reality is coming to sex, sports and Facebook Investors Bet That Virtual Reality is No Illusion

Jaunt may go public!

Disney's Deal With Jaunt Isn't Big News -- Yet
NextVR is another company that may go public in 2016!

NextVR Raises $30.5 Million in Series A Funding to Expand Platform for Live Virtual Reality Broadcasts

Virtual Reality Startup List















Biotechnology  
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Biotechnology Industry Center @ Yahoo.com
Here you can check the industry averages on the RHS of the page
FierceBiotech.com
The Biotech Industry Daily Monitor

LifeSciencesReport.com
Check out their Small Cap Biotech Watch list

Biotechstocks.com

There is a lot of money to be made in Biotechs and there is a lot of heartbreak to be experienced.  Approval of a new drug can send a biotech off like a rocket.  Disapproval can cause the stock to plummet to the sub-basement.

Unless they have a catalyst approval coming up nano-caps are a gamble.  Even then they are a gamble.  The go up and down and all over town!

Look for a good pipeline of products - preferable with products already on the market
Check the companies website
Search Term: preclinical pipeline (stock symbol) for the opinion of others

Look for strategic collaborations with large companies - The more the better
Check the companies website
Article Search Term: (stock) collaborations
 
Look for good Institutional Ownership

Buying 25 million cap companies with one or two products in development, debt, no income, no collaborations and no institutions is not investing, it is not speculating, it is going to the track while blind drunk and a bit crazy.  (This is the voice of experience)

Let's compare a micro-cap and small-cap priced about the same. 
LIFE($7.80 - 1/8/16) and RGLS ($7.54 1/8/16) .  
Which is the better company as far as cap, Revenue, Revenue per share, Quarterly Revenue Growth yoy, collaborations, pipeline and Institutions now. 

LIFE - Summary - Profile - Key Statistics - Analysts Opinions - Major Holders  Chart

RGLS - Summary - Profile - Key Statistics - Analysts Opinions - Major Holders  Chart

Research Articles

microRNA: A Revolution in Gene Expression

Opinion: 15 biotech stocks to put on your watch list now
Check out Michael Brush's calls on page 3.

and his service Brush Up On Stocks @ 
UpOnStocks.com

The Rocket Ride!
Biotechnology Catalysts and Approvals

Approval can send a biotech stock skyrocketing.  But it often doesn't last.
For example:
Go to AQXP and pick the date range
Jul 31, 2015 through Sep 25, 2015
Aug. 6 it closes at $1.79  Aug. 7 it closes at $10.72  Aug. 10 at $18.88  Aug. 11 it reaches a high of 30 and closes at 21.01
Yes!  That is what can happen!!
Now all you have to do is research the headlines and find out what happened.

Bottom Fishing the Biotechs

Biotechs can crash on bad news like a rock.  But there is sometimes opportunity in that crash.  I have seen them crash and then, two or three weeks later, go on to double as they head back toward what they are worth after the bad news is digested.  Market overreact.  Particularly with the cheaper issues.

Of course I have seen them collapse and stay there for a long time.
If you decide to play some of these look for companies with a lot in the pipeline and preferable already making money off products.

Watch the opening movement of the stock on the first and second day.  
A gap up is good.  
A second leg up/down is very possible.  And very bad.  It can take a long time to recover.

You can find them through:
Top Gainers and Losers Research Links   Above.

Research Assignment: SRPT

1/14/16 Opens @ $32.28 and closes @ $31.63 

1/15/16 Opens @ $15.00 and closes @ $14.28

Why?  Headlines

9/16/16 Closes @ $28.15 - 9/19/16 closes @ $48.91
Why?

Elevator Up - Elevator down
(Although in all fairness to biotechnology stocks they sometimes take the stairs.)
TheStreet's Biotech Bible — FREE!
Free Trial but requires subscription to Action Alerts


Research Link
Top RNAi and gene therapy companies




The Hype Cycle  
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Return to Invest in the Future List

There is a hype cycle that goes with new technology.  First, interest climbs as the new technology hits the news.  Speculation about how it will change society abound.  Then, as the difficulties of bringing the new technology slow its progress, it slides into the valley of disillusionment where it can reside for years before in makes its way into the mainstream and into profits.

I highly recommend you visit Gartner's 2015 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies  for information and terms that will provide additional areas of possible research for you if you are interested in investing in the future.  You can search for earlier Hype Cycle images/articles: keywords "Gartner 20** hype cycle".  2016 Hype Cycle List 

Technologies can spend 5 - 10 years in the Trough of Disillusionment before coming into to their full potential.


Research Search Term - 2016 Gartner Hype Cycle Chart

2015 Hype Cycles Chart

Recommended Articles Hype Cycle

Profiting from the Hype Cycle

The most hyped emerging technology of 2015

How to Master the “Hype Cycle” for Maximum Profits





















Article Research  
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Good article research can shine a light on a company through a variety of viewpoints and analysis.  I always check SeekingAlpha.com because of the quality of a lot of their articles.  
Scan for:

Bullet points   Section headings

Info boxes

Charts and graphs    Conclusions

  InsiderMonkey.com is another good place to check for insider and institutional info.

Always check the writer's credentials.  Are they covering this industry or stock?  Are they a financial writer or stock analyst?  What else have they written?  Do they actively trade or just write?  I prefer to read people who have subscription services and actively trade or manage other people's money.  You will find that even the experts and traders have sometimes wildly different opinions and are often wrong.

RealClearMarkets.com is a good source of general articles.

Research Assignment
Take the companies from this 2010 article and chart them using a chart that includes the year 2010.

7 Firms Developing RNAi Drugs

Should you take your profits if/when they appear?


Resource: Fastest Climbers @ SeekingAlpha.com














Who Do You Listen To? 
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My Suggestions

Who's opinions you consider in regards to the stock market can greatly affect you knowledge level and expertise.  Try reading articles from the following even if you don't understand everything in the article.  
(Create a file "Market Movement" and copy and paste the most pertinent paragraphs from their articles and track market movement and the breakdown points and turning points they call.)

Avi Gilburt

Avi Gilburt is a lawyer and accountant by training. He formerly was a partner and National Director at a national firm.  Mr. Gilburt is also the Managing Member of Gilburt Financial Services, LLC, which provides:

- Financial market analysis to the public through ElliottWaveTrader.net;

- Elliott Wave market analysis to institutional clients

- Specific stock analysis to retail clients   - Webinars/personal coaching on Elliott Wave analysis.
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Best web pages for Avi Gilburt articles:

Market Update @ ElliottWaveTrader.net

His opinion here is published 72 hours after publication to his members. You can still learn a lot from these pages.  Check the sites below for articles.  They have his up to date thinking on the markets.  
	
@ MarketWatch.com   @ RealClearMarkets.com

@ TheStreet.com     Twitter.com Avi Gilburt

@ Gold-Eagle.com
For Gold analysis

If you are going to follow Avi Gilburt you should get a grasp of the Elliott Wave Principle.  
Elliott Wave Research Articles
Elliott Wave Education: Intro to Elliott Wave Theory 
 The Basics of Fibonacci Pinball

Elliott Wave Theory @ Investopedia.com

Understanding Elliott Wave Theory @ Investopedia.com (video)

Elliott Wave Analysis @ ElliottWaveInternational.com

Elliott Wave Principle: Key to Market Behavior @ Amazon.com
Remember!
The most that can be expected from any model is that it can supply a useful approximation to reality: All models are wrong; some models are useful. 
Statistician  George E. P. Box

Lance Roberts

Lance Roberts is a Chief Portfolio Strategist/Economist for Clarity Financial. He is also the host of “The Lance Roberts Show” and Chief Editor of the “Real Investment Advice” website and author of “Real Investment Daily” blog and “Real Investment Report“. Follow Lance on Facebook, Twitter, and Linked-In

RealInvetmentAdvice.com

RealInvestmentAdvice.com/real-investment-daily


Steve Sjuggerud Stansberry Research

True Wealth @ StansberryResearch.com



Simon Maierhofer founder of ISpyETF.com


Pick who you listen to carefully!!  Broad-based Knowledge!!  Best writers for your industry!!


Remember!  Some have different focus.  They won't always be right!  And they probably won't agree.  But they will raise your knowledge level and make you think and that is what is important!!

Check out SeekingAlpha.com Premium Authors

 Bret Jensen at SeekingAlpha.com (28,000+ Followers) Subscription service @ Biotechforumsa.com, Free Service @ BretJensenInvests.com;

Bhavneesh Sharma at SeekingAlpha.com (1,813 Followers) Subscription service @ Research-Biotechstocks.com and

Matt Margolis at SeekingAlpha.com (2,109 Followers) Subscription service @ Instavest.com

<<<<<>>>>>

This is not financial analysis!! 
 
But I bet they do a good business during recessions and corrections.

God has chosen an exact date for the dollar collapse - Harbingers and the Shmita


Financial Sites  
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The market articles and stock or ETF specific articles on these sites will have information that will help in your decisions

Finance.Yahoo.com     SeekingAlpha.com

Bloomberg.com     TheStreet.com

Barrons.com     Reuters.com

Forbes.com     CNBC.com

FT.com     Fool.com

Fast Money @ CNBC.com

WSJ.com     Zacks.com

ExtremeValueStocks.com

Briefing.com     MSN  Money

Kiplinger.com     Investors.com

Project-Syndicate.org/econonmics

Benzinga.com     Money.Cnn.com

MorningStar.com     StreetInsider.com

247WallSt.com     RealClearMarkets.com

MarketWatch.com     BusinessInsider.com

CNBC.com/trading-nation     Investing.com



History in Headlines

The Past Decade in 50 Headlines


50 Reasons We're Living Through the Greatest Period in World History 1/29/14



Subscriptions and Stock Picking Services   
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There are numerous subscription and stock picking and research offers out there.  Here are a few well-known ones you might find interesting.  Try a few free trials if available to find one you feel comfortable with.  You can do a lot worse than going on the advice of professionals with track records.  Make sure if you sign up for a service that you find out if it is set to automatically renew and if they give a refund for unused time on the subscription.

Fool.com

ValueLine.com

GuruFocus.com

MorningStar.com

Profit Radar Report

ElliottWaveTrader.net

Zacks Premium Service

TheStreet.com Quant Ratings

Jim Cramers Action Alerts PLUS

SeekingAlpha.com Premium Authors

Investor's Business Daily LeaderBoard

Casey Research Extraordinary Technology

Casey Research Investment Products & Services

Top 10 Performers Signals Overview @ Barcharts.com

TipRanks. com
See what 10,000 Analysts say about your stocks

StarMineAwards.com
Provides the Top Analysts by industry

CaseyResearch.com
Good articles!

Top Stock Advisory Services



Robo Advisors 
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Robo advisors are automated programs that assist traders in trading.

Checking In On The Robo Advisors  9/15/15

Putting Robo Advisers to the Test @ WSJ.com

Robo-Advisers for Investors Are Not One-Size-Fits-All

Comparing Robo-Advisers for Retirees @ Kiplingers.com

A Guide to Choosing the Best Robo-advisor@ Investopedia.com
7 Robo Advisors That Make Investing Effortless @ Forbes.com
Top 10 Robo Advisors Ranked: Find the Best Automated Online Investing Services


List of Robo-Advisors
Motley Fool Wealth Management     Schwab Intelligent Portfolios
Vanguard VPAS     Wealthfront     Edelman Financial Services
MarketRiders     Betterment.com     AssetBuilder
Covestor     FutureAdvisor     Personal Capital
LearnVest     Financial Guard     Folio Investing
WiseBanyan     Motif Investing     Nutmeg.com
FlexScore     Jemstep    SigFig







Portfolio Allocation  
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One of the oldest allocation rule of thumb is to subtract your age from 100 and that is the amount of your investment portfolio to have in stocks.  If you are 60 you would have 40% of your investment in the stock market.  Many investment advisors are suggesting the number be raised to 110 or 120 due to longer life spans.

Asset Allocation Models and Calculators

AAII Asset Allocation Models

CNN Asset Allocation Calculator

Bankrate.com Asset Allocation Calculator






























Investment Styles  
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Past Performance
Investing based on the performance of the investment over a previous period of time.  Keep in mind past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Misconceptions About Past Performance And Future Returns

Buy and Hold
Buy and hold is just what it says.  Buy well researched stocks with a long-term outlook.  Turn on the DRIPs.

Buy and Hold @ Wikipedia.org

Long-Term Research Articles 

10 Tips For The Successful Long-Term Investor

Four Long-Term Investing Tips From Warren Buffett

10 Long-Term Investing Strategies That Work

But there is a contrarian view of Buy and Hold:

Why You Should Question “Buy And Hold” Advice 1/25/16

Growth Investing
Growth investors look for companies with above average growth in earnings and tend to look at smaller cap stocks; Internet and Technology stocks.

Introduction to Growth Investing @ Investopedia.com

Value Investing
Value investors search for stocks that have good fundamentals but are currently undervalued by the market.  Stocks with lower than average price to book and P/E ratios and high dividends.

ValueExplorer.com/stockscreen has a good value screener.

OldSchoolValue.com

Provides a variety of screens including Negative Enterprise Value and Cash ROIC
Pay attention to Negative Enterprise Value stocks.  They can be good!

OldSchoolValue.com/stock-screener

Research Links

A Superior Metric for  Value Investors

Buffett-Munger Screener


Dollar Cost Averaging
Dollar cost averaging is the purchasing of assets on a regular schedule regardless of price.  During times of high prices you get less for your money and during times of low prices you get more of the asset for the dollars spent.  This lessens the possibility of buying a large amount of an asset at the wrong time.

This Very Basic Strategy Is The Best Way To Buy Stocks If You Fear A Market Crash
 

Contrarian Investing
Contrarians buy when the asset is unpopular and nearing its bottom and sell when the asset is nearing its top as everyone is going in. 

Is Contrarian Investing Truly the Best Strategy? @ Fool.com

5 Rules Of Contrarian Investing @ Forbes.com

Contrarian Investor: The Top 6 Contrarian Investors of Our Time

Investing Personality Types

The following article takes a look at several categorizations' of investors.

What Type Of Investor Are You?

Stock Trading Strategies

Guide to Stock-Picking Strategies @ Investopedia.com

Top 5 Popular Trading Strategies


Highly Recommended Article!!

Trading More Frequently Leads to Worse Returns


Your Worst Enemy in the stock market

I want to introduce you to your worst enemy in the stock market.  Go into your bathroom and grasp the sink.  Look down at the drain.  This is where you money is going if you do not conquer your worst enemy before investing.  Now raise your eyes slowly to the reflective surface on the wall.  There is your worst enemy.  Study you worst enemy well.  Understand his/her weaknesses and strengths.  Failure to correctly examine strengths and weaknesses can have severe financial consequences.  Study his/her mistakes and the decision processes used to make them.
   
Your financial future depends doing this correctly!

Then again, you may not be able to help it!

ScienceDaily.com Article
Big-time Financial Risk Taking: Blame It On Their Genes?


Waterfalls and Avalanches  
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Stock Story
August 24, 2015 - Having watched the market heading down in ever increasing increments I believed that it would bottom that day without much more of a drop.  I had cranked up my computer late and didn't notice the gap down as I had to go to the bathroom quickly.  When I returned I saw a "Hell Yes" moment passing quickly. (You don't think - you just start buying!!!)  Bought 9 stocks and ETFs with 25k and sold them at the end of the week for a little over 2k gain. 
I had seen a waterfall years ago and hoped to have some investment cash when another occurred in the future.  And I was on the toilet!  I left a lot of money on the table because of belief and bowels.
(I'm considering suing my beliefs and bowels and naming my procrastination as a co-defendant!)


Have Cash in a Crash!!

When People are Crying, You be a Buying!!

Buy When There is Blood in the Streets


Play the Red Spikes!!  August 24, 2015

Missed Opportunities!!

Blood in the Streets!!

Pull up SDY (Candlestick) for a three month widow around August 24th, 2015 and you will see that intraday Waterfall Event take it to $48.94 and then close at 71.87

ROBO - Dropped to $12.83 from an open of $20.31 and then closed at $22.02.

Look at any stock or ETF for that day and see the opportunities!

These are buying opportunities!!

If you have Cash!!  and If you are in a correction not an avalanche!

But there are dangers!!!  Are you having a waterfall during a correction or a avalanche crash? As in 
2007-2008??

3 Major Takeaways from the Crash in 1987


Why did August 24, 2015 it happen?  Pull up a S & P 500 chart and take a look!!


Chinese Rattle Market with Yuan Devaluation     8/10/15
China stuns financial markets by devaluing yuan for second day running 8/12/15

China ends three days of yuan devaluation  8/14/15

China's 'Black Monday' sends markets reeling across the globe - as it happened

Global stocks in 'panic mode' as Chinese factory slump drags on markets
After historic 1,000-point plunge, Dow dives 588 points at close


Avalanches

Holding stocks in a Crash: Remember the Big Picture!

When your whole account is blood red in a correction/recession and/or caught in a Waterfall:

Pull up the S & P 500 @ finance.yahoo.com at the max view and remember it will eventually repair and go higher as long as you don't get emotional and sell.  (Recession question: Are you still collecting dividends and having them reinvested at the lower price.)

(Note: On the max view each line is a month.  This gives you an idea of how long you may have to wait.)

Remember what Warren Buffet said:

In the 20th century, the United States endured two world wars and other traumatic and expensive military conflicts; the Depression; a dozen or so recessions and financial panics; oil shocks; a flu epidemic; and the resignation of a disgraced president. Yet the Dow rose from 66 to 11,497. - Warren Buffett

What % return is that?

Remember: There are 2 Types of Losses

Realized - You sold and took a loss

Unrealized - You holding it in the red 
(If you bought good quality companies that are moving forward and have good upside, and reinvest dividends a temporary downturn/correction, holding is not a problem.)  You have to look at the general market direction.



Researching a Sale

It is wise to research your sales the same way you research your buys.  Where is the stock in relation to its high, has it broken out into new price territory, is there a catalyst?  Make sure you are not leaving money on the table.  I've had several biotechs I've sold to raise cash for an expected downturn that didn't materialize go up quite nicely.  Had one crash badly too!
  I highly recommend keeping a Portfolio of stocks sold on your charting service.  It might be instructive to see where the stocks you sold went.

Buy and Hold Stock Story - ADEP

Aug. 24, 2015 Waterfall Event!! I bought 300 ADEP adding to the 100 I already had for some time.  That Friday, I block- sold everything I bought at the first of the week including 400 ADEP at $6.83, a hair above where I bought it.

8/28/16 - Sold 400 shares ADEP @ $6.83

9/23/15 - OMRON makes a tender offer of $13 a share.  Article

If I had just taken a look at what I paid and what they did I would have held on.  But I was in a hurry to sell everything I bought on Monday and did not analyze each sale.  And that is when you make mistakes.  

Buy and Hold With The Big Boys

InsiderMonkey.com

(free registration)

InsiderMonkey.com is an excellent source for information on Insider purchases and sales.  

Shows the Insider, company, shares, price and holdings.

You can view the top rated hedge funds and their holdings: shares, value and whether they are buying or selling shares.

Has a great deal more: Hedge fund analysis and stock analysis sections, Education Center and a premium service.

Additional Buy and Hold sites   

Warren Buffet Watch @ CNBC.com

Berkshire Hathaway Portfolio Tracker

Investing Books  
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The How to Make Money in Stocks Complete Investing System: Your Ultimate Guide to Winning in Good Times and Bad
by William O'Neil (Author)
Get Rich Carefully
by Jim Cramer

Pattern's For Profit eBook
Written in 1970 by Marian and Sherman McClellan it is still cited by technical analysts


Technical Analysis and Stock Market Profits
by Richard Schabacker (Author)


The Little Book of Market Myths: How to Profit by Avoiding the Investing Mistakes Everyone Else Makes
High-Profit IPO Strategies: Finding Breakout IPOs for Investors and Traders Hardcover


Research Article

Opinion: 40 books every self-respecting investor needs to read
















Stock Screeners  
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ValueExplorer.com
Fundamental Stock Screens and Fair Value Analyses

CapitalCube.com

MarketWatch.com Stock Screener

Zacks Research Wizard @ Zacks.com

MarketInOut.com Stock Screener

CROIC Stock Screen      Magic Formula Screen

MorningStar.com  Fund, Stock and ETF Screeners, Calculators, Mobile Apps and Comparisons

And then we have Finviz.com  Everything you could think to ask for in a stock screener and more!

Research Assignment

Pull up Finviz.com/screener and do a stock screen for mid-sized companies 2Bn to 10Bn, Dividend Yield over 8% in the technology sector, in the United States with a buy or better Analysts rating.

On 12/26/15 FTR was the only stock that came up.  It had lower highs and lower lows and two gaps down.  On the Analysts Opinion page Recommendations trends were Strong Buy 6 - Buy 7 and Hold 4.  On the Major Holders page 661 Institutions held the stock and on the Insider Transactions page  178,414,000 shares had been purchased prior quarter to latest quarter for an increase of 17.7%.

Does FTR still come up?

Where would you put your limit order if you were buying now?

Now change the Sector selection and see what pops up.

UncleStock.com 

Top 100 Stocks @ Nasdaq.com

SeekingAlpha.com Healthcare Stock Ratings New Coverage


Yes you can do it!!

If you don't believe that average people can get into stocks and beat Wall Street estimates on a stocks EPS read the following article.  Good Advice on screening stocks!

WallStreetBean.com
This 'Roll Tide' investor is beating Wall Street pros
But it takes a whole lot of work!

Watch the opening of Shanghai Composite and the Hang Sen (Hong Kong) Sunday night at 9:30 ET.  This may give an idea of what will happen when the US market opens.  This is a very good idea during waterfall events such as happened Aug. 21- 24th, 2015.

Stock Market Research Assignment

What did the Shanghi and Hang Seng and Nikki Exchanges do around Black Monday Aug. 24 2015.


Stock Market Research Assignment

Find out why ANAC went from $84.61 on July 10, 2015 to $131.93 on July
13, 2015.   ANAC Chart       Answer @ CNA Finance.com

What if you had been watching and went in when the volume spiked?  Or was it an after hours announcement?


Excessive Trading

Studies have shown that excessive trading lowers portfolio returns.

Recommended Reading

Tips For Avoiding Excessive Trading @ Investopedia.com

Overconfidence and Excessive Trading Harm Investor Returns






























Exchange Traded Funds - ETF's 
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ETF'S - Enable you  to buy and sell the major securities that make up a market in a single trade like a stock.

ETFs - Use predominately passive strategies

ETFs - cost less than Mutual Funds

Yahoo ETF Finder

Active vs Passive @ Investopedia.com

Introduction To Exchange-Traded Funds

Passive ETF Advantages

Low management fees

Low transaction costs

Tax efficiency

Predictable performance relative to a benchmark


Research Article and Links

Actively Managed ETFs vs Mutual Funds: Critical Differences

ETFdb Categories

Sector (General) ETF List

Dividend ETF List

Top Biotech ETFs

Let the ETF Research Your Stocks for You

If you are investing in individual stocks consider looking at the major holdings of ETF's in that same industry.  They have researched those stocks extensively and the weight and percent holdings show their valuation by the ETF.   Good place to start your research.

And what about when an ETF closes?

ETF closures @ ETF.com

PowerShares Will Liquidate Four ETFs

New ETFs: Too Much too Soon?

Since the dawn of the U.S. ETF business, over 500 funds have closed.

Historical ETF Info

“Between 1999 and 2000, just as the dot-com bubble was peaking, managers launched 136 technology funds and ETFs, according to Morningstar. Then they closed 31 in 2002 as the sector bottomed,” reports Lewis Braham for Barron’s. “The pattern is similar in other sectors: In 2007, 37 U.S. and global real estate stock funds were launched right before the mortgage crisis crushed the sector; 16 closed in 2009 as the sector was rebounding. Similarly, 10 energy master-limited-partnership funds launched last year as that sector peaked.” Source:  ETFs Too Much Too Soon

Resources

ETF.com

ETFDB.com      ETFTrends.com Analyzer

<<<<<>>>>>

Stay Away from These Unless You Are Really Good!!

Leveraged ETFs     Inverse ETFs

<<<<<>>>>>

Biotechnology ETF's IBB, XLV, IYH, XBI, VHT, PJP, BBH, HQH, FBT, CURE, HQL, XPH, PBE, SBIO, FXH, FHLC, IHE, RXL, LABU, IHF, BBC, IHI, PPH, THQ, RYH, XHS, BBP, PSCH, LABD, UBIO, PTH, XHE, ZBIO, RXD, SICK, LABS, BTEC, FTXH, HCRF, JHMH, LNGR, PILL, PILS.
Again: You Do Not want to get involved with short/ultra short or inverse ETF's until you know what you are doing and what you are getting yourself into!!















Investing in the Future with Exchange Traded Funds  
StkMktStdyGd       ToC       Investopedia.com

M = Millions     B = Billions
Net Assets are in 1st quarter 2016 amount


RESOURCES

ETF.com     ETFTrends.com  

ETFDB.com      ETF Analyzer  

To keep track of the flow of funds into and out of ETFs use:

Daily ETF Flows @ETF.com

ETF Fund Flow Tool @ ETF.com

Dollars tend to flow towards the best returns.

Two Invest in the Future ETF's to consider

1. ROBO

ROBO Robo Global Robotics & Automation ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 88.44M

ROBO @ ETF.com

Robotics And Automation: The New ETF And Where To Invest

Playing the Rising Robotics with the ROBO ETF

2. XT
XT -  iShares Exponential Technologies ETF

Tracks the benchmark Morningstar Exponential Technologies Index
Net Assets - 637.34M

Construction Rules for the Morningstar® Exponential Technologies Index

It invests in robotics, 3-D printing, bioinformatics, nanotechnology, big data, analytics and other technologies.

Do a search for exponential technologies etfs and see what comes up.  There may be some new ones out there but watch the Net Assets.  Keep in mind that small Net Assets may affect liquidity and that investor funds flow into and out of ETFs based on the market. 

3D Printing

3D Printing Industry Set to Explode: 3 Promising Picks  Are they still promising?  Chart it!

Analysts expects the industry to chart a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 44% from 2014 to 2019, with revenues surpassing $20.2 billion.

Robotics ETF in Focus on Rising 3D Printing Stocks
 
What are some of the most popular ETFs that track the Internet sector?


Research Articles

Why Is This New ETF Growing So Fast? - ETF News And Commentary

Edelman, iShares Launch Exponential Technologies ETF

According to the Boston Consulting Group the robotics industry should quadruple by 2025.  The Japan Robotics Association estimates the service & personal robotics market will triple by 2025 with 2010 being the reference point.

2015 Investment Playbook: Profiting from the 'Rise of the Machines

Biotechnology ETFs 

BBC   BioShares Biotechnology Clinical Trials ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 24.67M

BBP   BioShares Biotechnology Products Fund  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 21.5M

SBIO   ALPS Medical Breakthroughs ETF
Net Assets - 103.85M

IBB  iShares Trust - iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology ETF (Dividend)
 Net Assets 6.2B

Top Biotech ETFs


Technology ETFs

XLK    Technology Select Sector SPDR ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 13.69B

RYT   Guggenheim S&P 500 Eq Wt Technology ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 918.73M

FDN  First Trust Dow Jones Internet Index Fund (Dividend)
Net Assets - 3.60B

SOXX  iShares PHLX Semiconductor ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 336.33 M

SKYY  First Trust ISE Cloud Computing Index  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 499.68M 

HACK  Purefunds ISE Cyber Security ETF
Net Assets - 775.91M

PNQI  PowerShares NASDAQ Internet ETF
Net Assets - 259.67M

PSI  PowerShares Dynamic Semiconductors ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 53.54M

GURU  Global X Top Guru Holdings Index ETF  (Dividend)
This ETF uses a proprietary methodology based on 13F filings of hedge funds.
Net Assets - 131 M 

Social Media ETF

SOCL  Global X Social Media ETF  (Dividend) 
Net Assets - 75.02M

CHINA ETF's

China was buying between one-third and one-half of most of the raw materials produced around the world.  That's Big!!  But China is slowing and changing to a service economy.

Apple will make more money in China than the US due to the number of people moving into the Chinese middle-class.  Sales have doubled.

China's market has had 55 bull and bear markets since 1990.  That is more than six times as many as the S&P 500.

Chinese Middle Class Research Articles

China’s middle class is now bigger than America’s middle class

China's middle class isn't what we thought it was

China's rising middle class will create opportunities the world has never seen before

In the first part of 2016 some are betting against the Yuan expecting a devaluation of 20 to 50%.

A Hard Landing in China Could 'Shake the World  11/19/15
Did it happen?

Hedge funds betting against China eye "Soros moment" 1/27/16


If China has a "hard landing" it might be a ETF buying opportunity but one with a bit of a wait in it.

<<<<<>>>>>>

Chinese ETFs

FXI  iShares China Large-Cap  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 5.34B

EWH  iShares MSCI Hong Kong  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 2.44B

ECNS iShares MSCI China Small-Cap (Dividend)
Net Assets - 22.86M

MCHI iShares MSCI China (Dividend)
Net Assets - 2.10B

CNXT  Market Vectors ChinaAMC SME-ChiNext ETF
Net Assets - 56.34M
Small to medium size Chinese companies

ASHR  Deutsche X-trackers Harvest CSI300 CHN A (Dividend)
Net Assets - 401.62M
Tracks China A-Shares Index

PEK Market Vectors ChinaAMC A-Share ETF (Dividend)
Net Assets - 105.20M
Tracks China A-Shares Index

GXC     SPDR S&P China ETF (Dividend)
Net Assets - 878.06M

More @
China ETF's@ ETFdb.com


Emerging Markets - Frontier Markets

Research Articles

Emerging Markets @ Investopedia.com

Investment Adventures in Emerging Markets @ FranklinTempleton.com

EEM  iShares MSCI Emerging Markets  	(Dividend)
Net Assets - 21.93B  2 Yr Chart
Tracks the MSCI Emerging Markets Index

EMQQ  Emerging Markets Intrnt & Ecmrc (Dividend)
Net Assets - 11.91M  2 Yr. Chart
Chinese Exposure.  Chinese stocks tracked by the Fund are publicly traded in the US and are more transparent than stocks traded only on the Chinese market.

This ETF buys only the best Chinese stock (EMQQ)

EMCG  WisdomTree Emerging Markets Cnsmr Gr ETF
Net Assets  17.95M  2 Yr. Chart

African ETF's

African Lions Article @ Bloomberg.com

AFK  Market Vectors Africa ETF  (Dividend)  
Net Assets - 51.73M  2 Yr. Chart
Sole African continent-wide ETF play at the time of publication

Africa ETF List

Frontier Markets

Frontier Markets @ Investopedia.com

Frontier Markets ETF List

FM  iShares MSCI Frontier 100 ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 479.62M  2 Yr. Chart

ETF Research Assignment

Pull up 2 Yr. Chart for FM and the 2 Yr Chart for EEM



ETF's to Consider:

VTI  Vanguard Total Stock Market ETF (Dividend)
Net Assets -  389B

PFF  iShares U.S. Preferred Stock ETF (Dividend)
Net Assets -  14.07B
Preferred stocks offer higher yields as they blend the characteristics of bonds and stocks.   

SPY  SPDR S&P 500 ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 174.65B
Oldest and largest ETF in the world. Inexpensive.

NOBL ProShares S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 1.04B

OEF  iShares S&P 100 ETF (Dividend)
Net Assets -  4.52B
Invests in the biggest companies of the S&P 500 (called mega caps). 
Historically, large company stocks tend to shine in the later stages of a bull market.

VIG  Vanguard Dividend Appreciation ETF   (Dividend)
Net Assets -  22.86B

SLV  iShares Silver ETF
Net Assets -  4.36B

IVV  iShares Core S&P 500   (Dividend)
Net Assets -  66.86B

IJR  iShares Core S&P Small-Cap   (Dividend)
Net Assets -  15.84B

IJH  iShares Core S&P Mid-Cap   (Dividend)
Net Assets -  24.66B

VWO Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 46.22B 

VYM  Vanguard High Dividend Yield   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 15.61B
Tracks the performance of the FTSE High Dividend Yield Index

RYH  Guggenheim S&P 500 Equal Weight Health Care   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 479.37M

VGT  Vanguard Information Technology   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 479.37M

XLF Financial Select Sector SPDR   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 16.25B

EWW  iShares MSCI Mexico ETF   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 1.11B

XLE  Energy Select Sector SPDR ETF   (Dividend)
Net Assets - 11.68B


Bellwether ETF's

SPY  SPDR S&P 500     GLD  SPDR Gold Shares 

EFA  IShares MSCI EAFE     QQQ  PowerShares QQQ
 
IWM  IShares Russell 2000     UUP  PowerShares DB US$

IJH  IShares Core S&P Mid-Cap     VWO  Vanguard FTSE Emerging Markets 

DIA  SPDR Dow Jones Industrial Average
     
XLY  Consumer Discretionary Select Sector SPDR 

 Remember Sector Rotation!  And Industry Outlook!
3 Sector Rotation Stratagies for ETF's
The Gold Bull Market is Coming!!! Or is it?  
StkMktStdyGd       ToC       Investopedia.com

Historical gold Charts @ Kitco.com

If you are considering investing in gold may I suggest you look at the ETFs:

GDXJ  Market Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 1.30B

GDX   Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF  (Dividend)
Net Assets - 4.67B 

GLD   SPDR Gold Shares
Net Assets - 23.91B

So where are these ETF's now?  Why?

 Compare their possibilities!  Reverse the charts in your mind using the max view for each ETF.  Roll the cursor backwards over the historical prices.  If in the next 10 years the price ends up at no higher than the previous high - what would a hundred shares bought today be worth close to the peak?   How much dividend would it pay?  

Consider how long it took to get from its high to today's price.  It can go back up in the same amount of time.  Consider a bit of gold exposure based on your analysis.

Kitco.com is one of the major sites for gold.  As is Gold-Eagle.com

Check out SunshineProfits.com   Przemyslaw Radomski CFA is the founder.

I would also listen to:  Avi Gilburt @ Gold-Eagle.com 

You may want to subscribe to TheAroraReport.com

Interesting Site: PricedinGold.com

Your call!

Opinion: Could gold fall to $850 an ounce if Trump made America great again? 7/26/16  Did it happen?

The Folly We Dare Not Speak Of Regarding Gold 2/12/16 by Avi Gilburt

Gold Has Built A Massive Long Term Momentum Base @ SeekingAlpha.com 12/22/15

The next great bull market: Gold $25,000 6/5/15 by Avi Gilburt

The Real Cost of Mining Gold @ Kitco.com

When the facts change, I change my mind.  What do you do, sir?  John Maynard Keynes

The most that can be expected from any model is that it can supply a useful approximation to reality: All models are wrong; some models are useful. 
Statistician  George E. P. Box


Dividend Stocks and Dividend Reinvestment Programs (DRIPS)
StkMktStdyGd       ToC       Investopedia.com

Divided Glossary @ DividendDetective.com
Cntrl F to Find


DRIPs and FRIPs

Your brokerage will have a DRIP or FRIP program.
FRIPs are Flexible Reinvestment Programs that allow you to have all of your dividends reinvested in the stock(s) of your choice in a chosen percentage.

Dividend Reinvestment Resources

Dividend.com     DividendDetective.com    DividendGrowthInvestor.com

DividendInvestor.com     DirectInvesting.com     DiviData.com

<<<<<>>>>>

Dividend Aristocrats
S & P companies that have increased their dividend payment every year for the last 25 years.

25-Year Dividend Increasing Stocks
25 Years!!

10-Year Dividend Increasing Stocks

These ‘Dividend Aristocrat’ stocks have risen up to 24% a year for a decade

Healthcare Facilities Dividend Stocks

3 Top Stocks in Senior Living


Dividend Education Links

DRIP Investing Basics @ DripInvestor.com

DRIPs @ Fool.com

Dividend Dates Explained: Ex-Dividend, Record, Payment & Declaration Date @ Dividend.com

Ex-Dividend Dates: When Are You Entitled to Dividends  SEC.gov

What Happens if You Sell a Dividend Paying Stock After Receiving a Dividend?

Can you receive a dividend on a stock you already sold?

4 Important Dates for Dividend Investors

Welcome to AAII Dividend Investing


Research Assignment

Using ValueExplorer.com/stockscreen or Finviz.com do a screen for high dividend yield stocks and any 2 other metrics you choose.  How many companies are there to research?

Dividend Research Articles

Want to be a millionaire? Dividends are the get-rich-slowly scheme that works

How To Find High-Return Stocks: on Forbes

How to Spot a Dividend Value Trap @ Dividend.com

Buying Before the Ex-Dividend Date, and Selling After

Chasing Dividend Yield for Income: Three Reasons to Be Wary

10 Undervalued Dividend Champions For 2016: Be Greedy When Others Are Fearful

If you are in DRIPs and in the last leg of a bull market you might consider turning the DRIPs off and holding onto the cash for a year or two until you think you are close to the bottom.

A Contrarian View of High Dividends

Why chasing dividends is a mistake @ CBSNews.com

High Dividend Stocks By Yield

Keep in mind that dividends can be cut  decreased, slashed, discontinued, diminished, suspended etc. during hard times!!  
  
That usually happens when the stock's price/industry is in serious decline.

What is the Industry outlook?

Is your company one of the leaders in its industry?

When comparing dividend stocks or dividend ETFs make sure you look at how the stocks and the dividends performed during the 2001 and 2008 recessions.  This gives you an idea of how they will perform in the next recession.

Dividend.com/dividend-history
Search for the symbol and select your option from the LH Nav bar. 

Utilities with good dividends

Invest in the Future with Dividend ETFs
You can start your research for top stocks here too. 
Click on "Holdings" tab for the ETF then "Get Quotes for top 10 Holdings"
They've already done the research for you.  

Some Divided ETFs to Consider:
Net Assets are for 2016.  How much have they changed?

DVY  iShares Select Dividend
Net Assets - 12.81B

SDY SPDR S&P Dividend ETF 
Net Assets - 11.94B

NOBL ProShares S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats
Net Assets - 1.04B

HDV  iShares Core High Dividend
Net Assets - 4.26B

VYM  Vanguard High Dividend Yield ETF
Net Assets - 15.61B

DES  WisdomTree SmallCap Dividend ETF
Net Assets - 1.08B

DTN WisdomTree Dividend ex-Financials ETF
Net Assets - 858.44M


Dividend ETF List
Gives Price, Change, Assets (in thousands $), Av. Volume and YTD return.


ETFs For Sector Rotation Strategies

Don't Forget Sector Rotation!

If you were to pick the best dividend stocks in the best performing industries in ascending sectors?


In closing let me say:

Remember 3 Things:
 
The greatest explosion of technological and biotechnological progress in history is happening all around us!

Recessions and Corrections are a natural part of the business cycle!

Investing is a marathon, not a sprint!!

<<<<<>>>>>

May you Live Long and Prosper!!

SR


PS:

Remember what Warren  Buffett said:

Basically, when you get to my age, you'll really measure your success in life by how many of the people you want to have love you actually do love you.  Warren Buffett




_______________________________ End ___________________________

No statement or expression of opinion, or any other matter herein, directly or indirectly, is an offer or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell the securities or financial instruments mentioned. Steven Raker does not provide individual investment counseling, act as an investment advisor, or individually advocate the purchase or sale of any security or investment. Purchasers should not view this publication as offering personalized legal or investment counseling. Investments mentioned in this publication should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor and only after reviewing the prospectus or financial statements of the company in question. This book is not intended to meet your specific individual investment needs and it is not tailored to your personal financial situation. Nothing contained herein constitutes, is intended, or deemed to be – either implied or otherwise – investment advice. Neither the publisher nor the editors are registered investment advisors. This book reflects the personal views and opinions of Steven Raker and that is all it purports to be. While the information herein is believed to be accurate and reliable it is not guaranteed or implied to be so. Neither Steven Raker nor any other entity associated, accepts any responsibility, or assumes any liability, whatsoever, for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of the information in this ebook.
Steven Raker is not a broker-dealer, legal advisor, tax advisor, accounting advisor or investment advisor of any kind, and does not recommend or advise on the suitability of any trade or investment, nor provide legal, tax or any other investment advice.



